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editor’s note
So I was surfing Facebook one day when I saw a post my cousin wrote about motherhood. Although she
didn’t have an easy time being a first-time mom, she was candid enough to admit her struggles and even put
up a Gratitude Board to remind herself of all the wonderful moments as a mother. I thought it’s a really neat
idea so I asked her about it. Here’s what she has to say about it:
“Gratitude is an important attitude to impart to our children.
In a world where materialism, consumerism and immediate
gratification are rampant, children need to learn how to be happy
and content with the simple things. When they can associate
simplicity with joy, they grow to be kind, appreciative, sensitive
and giving people. In this way, gratitude leads to the growth of
more virtues. Raising children who have grateful hearts can help
our society at large be more kind, joyful and loving.”
So meaningful, right? If you are wondering what her Gratitude Board looks like, here’s a snapshot:

Want to do something similar? Then
don’t forget to flip all the way to the
last page (after reading our articles, of
course!) to find DIY instructions on how
to make one of your own! Have fun!

Like & follow us at:
www.facebook.com/livewell.baby
twitter.com/livewellbaby_sg
instagram.com/livewellbaby

Editor

Discover the latest in health,
wellness, beauty, and lifestyle
while on-the-go!
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letter box
Dear Editor,
Firstly, I love reading your magazine and look forward
to picking it up so much at either Watsons or Kiddy
Palace that I once forgot what I was actually there for
when I zoomed for the magazine! True story. As we
are expecting number 2, the article “Golden Rules
of Naming” was a good read. Though “common
sense”, it reaffirmed our thinking and I think that is
what your magazine is good for - not too pushy a
tone, but REASSURING and factually convincing.
We found the consistency after reading the section
in “Mummy Mind” (on cooking in the Dec - Jan issue). Keep up the good work with your succinctly written, easily digestible articles which are both informative and
assuring in this knowledge exploding age of ours!
Many thanks.
Wong Yi
Upper East Coast Road

I am very thankful to LiveWell Baby for making my visits to the gynae more pleasant!
Visiting the clinic can feel like a chore sometimes, especially the waiting time! Thank
goodness, they have lots of LiveWell Baby issues in the magazine rack so I won’t feel
too bored. I first picked it up because of its attractive cover but I now think it’s one
of the best baby magazines out there because of all its beneficial information. Will
definitely sign up for a subscription to keep me occupied during confinement!
Violet Chia Xueli
Boon Keng

Thanks for sharing your great articles with us! I am a first-time mommy and I recently
came across your magazine at the paediatric clinic that I usually visit. There is so
much to learn! I read ‘Quest for Baby Smooth Skin’ in issue 54 and this has helped
me understand more about my baby skin especially when he has sensitive skin and
there are so many brands in market! I’m currently using the brand that was featured
in the article and it really suits my baby skin! Thank YOU !

All readers featured on
this page will receive a gift
hamper from Cherub Rubs
worth $80!
A new baby skin care range that
carries some of the purest and
most natural products you can
buy, Cherub Rubs is specially
recommended by healthcare
professionals in Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Singapore and
Thailand for infants and babies,
individuals with sensitive skins,
and individuals with eczema and
dry skin. The Cherub Rubs range
is not only made from highquality organic ingredients, it’s
also free from petrochemicals,
DEAs, SLS, PEGs, preservatives
as well as artificial fragrances
and colours. In other words,
it’s not just organic; it’s the fully
certified organic baby care that
every parent needs!

Jane Lim
Punggol

If you have something to get off your chest about LiveWell Baby, then
write to us and you could win a prize! Simply send it in with your name,
age, address, NRIC, and phone numbers! Letters may be edited for
length or clarity.
EMAIL: lilian@pinghealthcare.com
(subject header: Letter Box)
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feature

must have

The Child
Safety Checklis
Is your home sweet home full of traps that will put your little one in
jeopardy? Here’s our checklist to help you double confirm plus chop!
By Lilian Wu

M

y mom has a religious altar at home
where she keeps an oil lamp in
reverence. The oil lamp is placed on
a high shelf so we often have to stand on a stool in
order to refill it. It’s totally commonplace to us but to
be honest, it’s an accident just waiting to happen.

10

I’ve since advised my mom to use safer means of
reverence but my point is this: you may think that
your home is safe but sometimes, there are traps that
you may not be aware of. This is important because
young children love to explore and they might not
know the potential dangers, so it’s up to us parents to
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protect them. Not sure how to go about it? Here’s a checklist
to help you out:

Kitchen
Keep these out of your children’s reach under a
childproof latch:
• Sharp objects like forks, knives etc.
• Medicines or vitamins in their original containers
• Bottles containing alcohol/poisonous substances
• Matches or lighters
• Cleaning supplies, insecticide sprays, dishwashing liquids
etc.
• Magnets or other small objects that can be swallowed by
mistake
• Plastic garbage bags or any types of plastic bags
• Glass objects such as mugs and plates
Safe practices to note:
• Switch off appliances and unplug them after use.
• Make sure the appliance cords are not dangling or hanging
over countertops/table tops to prevent children from
pulling the appliances onto themselves.
• Cover all electrical outlets with plastic plug-in protectors.
• Avoid tablecloths. Your child may pull on the ends and the
objects on top may fall onto him/her.
• Do not leave hot food where your child can easily reach.
• Keep childproof latches on all cabinets you don’t want
your child to easily access.
• Store your child’s snacks away from hot zones like the
stove or oven so they don’t accidentally burn themselves.
• Turn the handles of pots and pans on your stove inward so
your child cannot reach them.
• Get a stove guard if you can, to prevent little ones from
pulling the hot pots and pans off the stove.
• If possible, keep a portable fire extinguisher at home.
The recommended type is a PSB-approved ABC fire
extinguisher (1.5kg or more). Only buy or service your fire
extinguisher using companies that have been certified by
TÜV SÜD PSB Singapore1.
• Even if your child is old enough to operate the microwave
etc. by himself, make sure there is always adult supervision.

Bathroom
Keep these out of your children’s reach under a
childproof latch:
• Bottles of mouthwash, perfumes, hair dyes, hair sprays,
nail polishes, nail polish removers etc.
• Sharp objects such as razors, razor blades, nail clipper, nail
scissors etc.
• Electrical appliances like hair dryers if you use them.
Remember to unplug them after use and don’t leave the
cords dangling off the countertop.

Safe practices to note:
• Put non-slip pads under rugs or mats to hold them securely
to the floor
• Put non-slip strips in your bathtub. Additionally, put a
cushioned cover over the water faucet so your little one
won’t hurt himself if he accidentally bumps his head against
it during bath-times.
• Don’t keep frequently used toiletries like soaps and
toothpaste in the same place as cosmetics or medicines (if
you store them in bathroom).
• Close the lid of the toilet at all times and fix a toilet lid lock,
if possible.
• Never ever leave your child alone and unattended in the
bath, even if you are gone for a few seconds. Children have
been known to drown in a few inches of water so don’t take
the risk. If you must answer that urgent phone call or door
bell, then wrap your baby up in a towel and take him along.
• Always test the water temperature with your elbow and make
sure it’s warm but not hot before putting your baby in.

Get a stove guard if
you can, to prevent
little ones from pulling
the hot pots and pans
off the stove.
Nursery
Safe practices to note:
• All furniture should be sturdy and bolted to the wall, if
possible.
• Lock all drawers, doors or cabinets that should not be
accessible to your child.
• Avoid putting enticing toys on high shelves to prevent your
little one from climbing. Instead, keep them in an easily
accessible box or out of sight when your child is not playing
with them.

1. https://www.scdf.gov.sg/sites/www.scdf.gov.sg/files/FE_Workshops_19%20October%202015.pdf
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Do not leave drawers open, because they act like stairs that
encourage the little ones to climb up.
Avoid putting free standing lamps that can be easily
knocked over.
Make sure the window cords are not dangling within your
child’s reach.
Install a window guard or window grilles to prevent your
child from falling out.
Don’t leave any stools or chairs near the window.
Pad all sharp edges on furniture with specially designed
corner guards.
Make sure drawer knobs are too large to swallow and too
small for your child to gain a foothold. They should also be
attached securely to the drawer.
The crib shouldn’t be placed next to the window or
anywhere near dangling objects like window cords.
Clear the crib of any toys, pillows etc. to lower the odds of
suffocation.
Keep the drop side of your baby’s crib up and locked when
you are not in the room.
Remove all hanging mobiles the moment your little one is
able to stand on his own in the crib.
Choose a changing table that’s at a comfortable height for
you and has side rails to contain your baby in case he flails
or kicks. If possible, get one that comes with a safety belt
for extra security.
When doing up your baby’s nursery, be sure to use nontoxic paint with low or no volatile organic compounds
(VOC).
Cover all electrical outlets with plastic plug-in protectors.

Living Room
Safe practices to note:
• All furniture should be sturdy and bolted to the wall, if
possible. You may also want to consider changing your
breakable glass-top coffee table for something that’s less
risky to a little child at play.
• Pad all sharp edges on coffee tables or cabinets with
specially designed corner guards.
• Put non-slip pads under carpets to hold them securely to
the floor.
• Cover all electrical outlets with plastic plug-in protectors.
Electrical cords should be hidden behind the furniture.
• Make sure all dangling window cords are out of your
child’s reach.
• Place the television on a low, stable piece of furniture and
as far back against the wall as possible.
• Block the slots in your CD or VCD player to prevent
trapped little fingers or simply lock the cabinet where the
media players are kept.
• Wall-mounted lamps are safer than free standing ones
that can be easily toppled.
• Keep your floor free of small objects such as coins, paper
clips, or beads. These can be hazardous to a child who
likes to put everything into his mouth.

Other things to take note:
•
•

•

Cover all electrical
outlets with plastic plugin protectors. Electrical
cords should be hidden
behind the furniture.

•

•
•
•

Install a stair gate if you have stairs at home.
Never put chemicals into unmarked or old food
containers. Your child may mistake the container to hold
something edible.
Get rid of toxic houseplants like dumb cane. In fact,
get rid of any hanging plants that may entice curious
toddlers.
Make sure your handbag or a visitor’s handbag is out
of your child’s reach. They may contain items that are
hazardous to your child e.g. medicines or toiletries.
You might want to install finger guards on all doors to
prevent trapped little fingers.
Install indoor child safety gates to places you don’t want
your child to access easily e.g. kitchen
Take an infant first-aid course if possible.

Such a long checklist, right? Well, the list is not
exhaustive and there are always more things to look out
for, but the most important thing is this: be alert always
and never leave your child unattended. Above all, when
they are old enough to understand, give them a
gentle lesson on the dangers they can avoid
at home so the odds of accidents can be as
low as possible.
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Come celebrate health, fitness, and wellness with LiveWell™ at the Suntec Singapore Convention
& Exhibition Centre (Halls 401 – 402) from 6th to 7th May 2017! Designed to shine the limelight on
healthcare and wholesome living, LiveWell™ Fiesta @ Suntec aims to instil the general public with a better
understanding of health.
From game challenges and health screenings to exciting contests and stage activities, there will not be a
single dull moment for event-goers from all walks of life. Don’t forget to mark your calendar and contact
mace@pinghealthcare.com for sponsorship queries!
Organised by:
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ADVERTORIAL

Nutritious Meals
For Baby In A Flip
We have every reason to keep our baby’s health in the pink
because, well, they are our precious. That’s why it’s so important to
be armed with the right helpers to ensure that they are getting all
the nutrition they need in order to grow up well. Here are 7 reasons
why you should invest in the Philips Avent 4-in-1 Baby Food Maker.
Steam, blend, defrost and reheat
in just one jar for no mess, absolute
convenience and more quality time to
spend with your baby and spouse! Here
are 8 reasons why you should invest in the
Philips Avent 4-in-1 Baby Food Maker:
[1] Steam Cooking
Steaming is an easy yet healthy way
of cooking your baby’s food because
it’s considered one of the best ways
to retain nutrients. The Philips
Avent 4-in-1 Baby Food Maker
capitalises on this by developing
a unique technology that allows
the steam to circulate upwards
from the bottom—making sure all
the ingredients are evenly cooked
without boiling over. This means
your darling will get to enjoy a
nutritious meal every single time!
[2] Steam-Flip-Blend
A multi-functional baby food maker
that can steam-flip-blend in a single
jar, parents can now cook the food
by steaming first and then flipping
the jar over to blend the food
to their desired consistency. No
2

Flip It

1 Steam

It

3 Blend

It

0%
BPA

[5] BPA-Free*
You can use both the
jar and containers with
absolute peace of mind
because they are BPA-free! This
is important because there are
concerns about the link between
BPA exposure and possible health
effects on children.

unnecessary or messy transfer of
food needed at all.
[3]	Minimises Food
Contamination
By cutting down on the need to
transfer food between containers,
the Philips Avent 4-in-1 Baby Food
Maker lowers the possibility of
contaminating your baby’s food. It
also comes with handy containers
that allow you to feed, freeze and
defrost food without all the fuss.
[4] Cooks 4 Meals At Once
With an impressive capacity of
1000ml, you can plan ahead and
save on prep time by cooking
up to 4 meals at one go. Serve
it immediately or store it in the
handy containers to be reheated or
defrosted later.

*

[6]	Tasty & Nutritious Recipes
Unleash your inner
chef by experimenting
with the yummy yet
nutricious meal ideas
that come in 2 useful
booklets for your
easy reference. You
can even use some
of your baby’s
food to dress your
salad or spice up that plate of stirfried vegetables. So convenient and
versatile for the whole family, right?
[7] 2-year Worldwide
Warranty
Last but certainly not least, the
Philips Avent 4-in-1 Baby Food
Maker comes with a 2-year
worldwide warranty to give parents
the absolute product quality
assurance they deserve.
[8]	Enjoy more family time
With all the time you can save on
cooking, you can now spend more
time with your family—Yay for
family bonding!

Visit www.philips.com.sg/avent for more information on Philips AVENT products.
1.
*

Based on December 2015 GemSeek online satisfaction survey conducted among more than 9,000 female users of
childcare brands and products
Following EU directive (2011/8/EU)

Retailing for $239 at leading departmental stores, selected baby specialty shops, and hospital pharmacies.
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A

side from the stroller and car seat, the baby carrier/sling
is yet another must-have tool in the parental arsenal.
It’s not difficult to see why, because it has a gamut of
benefits for both baby and parent:

Allows a partner to take over easily

Leaves your hands free

Enables you to breastfeed discreetly

Great for busy parents who are bogged down with various
chores or want to take care of their older kids, yet want to keep
their baby close without the fear of dropping them or tired arms.

Soothes a fussy or colicky baby

Some babies breastfeed better while they are on the move,
so baby wearing gives them the perfect avenue to nurse in
contentment. Baby wearing is also great for babies who are slow
to gain weight, because the close proximity helps them to nurse
more often and thus gain weight2.

Studies1 show that baby wearing significantly reduces infant
crying by 43%. It also helps babies to fall asleep more easily and
sleep for longer so this means less stress for mommies!

It’s the perfect solution when strollers
are impractical.

Lowers the risk of postpartum
depression
Holding the baby close to the chest has the amazing ability of
promoting closeness between mother and child. Postpartum
depression often makes it difficult for moms to feel present, let
alone focus on the baby. Even if you feel less than 100%, baby
wearing can soothe your anxiety and allow the baby to feel safe.

16

If you need a time-out, the baby carrier is a marvellous way for
your partner to take over for a while. In fact, the beauty of baby
wearing is that anyone can do it!

Sometimes the places you go to may not allow you to bring a
stroller, that’s where baby wearing will come in handy. It also
keeps your little one close by in a foreign place so you never have
to worry about losing your child.

Encourage family bonding
Who says life stops when you have kids? With baby wearing, not
only will you be able to soothe your baby in close proximity; you
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can also continue with your daily routine and activities—this
time with a little companion to cheer you on!
Now that we know the wonders of baby wearing, what
should a responsible mommy or daddy look out for while buying
a baby carrier? Here are some useful tips:

Not everyone suits a particular style
Just because your best friend is spotting the latest baby carrier
doesn’t mean you and Baby are suitable for it. There are so
many styles of baby carriers out there so take some time to shop
around and do research. After all, it ultimately depends on your
preferences, budget, needs, and child’s age.
Alternatively, see if you can join a sling meet organised
by Facebook groups such as Babywearing Singapore
(www.facebook.com/groups/babywearingsg) where baby
wearing parents can meet, socialise, and even try out the
different types of carriers that other parents have.

such that you’re able to kiss him on the head or forehead

•

•

Keep chin off the chest: your baby should not be in a
curling position that forces their chin onto their chest as this
can restrict their breathing, ensure there is space that’s at least a
finger width under your baby’s chin
Supported back: your baby’s back should be supported in
its natural position without pressing his chin to his chest

Comfort is key
Since you’ll be spending a lot of time baby wearing, you’d want
something that doesn’t overstrain your neck, shoulders, and upper
back. Make sure there are wide, well-padded straps or sturdy fabric
that can help distribute your baby’s weight evenly. Padded leg holes
should be just the right size for your child’s legs and if possible, get
a carrier with a padded headrest to support his head and neck.

Don’t forget stability
Make sure the carrier you choose comes with buckles, belts, and
snaps that are not only durable but also in good working order.

Remember the T.I.C.K.S
Fashion may be an important consideration but safety should
still be at the top of your criteria list. Very young infants,
especially, are susceptible to airway obstructions when their little
chin lies on their chest because they have yet to master head
control nor do they have the neck muscle strength to support
their head.
To help novice baby wearing parents, the UK-based School
of Babywearing has a very handy guideline3 in the form of
T.I.C.K.S.:
• Tight: carriers should be tight enough to hug your baby
close to your chest
• In view at all times: you should be able to see your
baby’s face with just a downward glance
• Close enough to kiss: your baby should be close enough

Versatility for the win
If you share baby wearing duties with your partner, then make sure
it’s easily adjustable.

Convenience, too
A suitable baby carrier should be easy to remove and put on without
additional assistance. On top of that, you’d want to consider issues
like whether the carrier is appropriate for the weather. In such
cases, you may want to go for carriers made from lighter fabric. Oh
and don’t forget to get a carrier that’s easy to clean as well because
travelling with kids can get a little messy at times.
Above all, have fun baby wearing and enjoy the close bond
between you and Baby!

1. Increased carrying reduces infant crying: a randomized controlled trial, http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/77/5/641
2. The Attachment Parenting Book: Commonsense Guide to Understanding and Nurturing Your Child by William Sears and Martha Sears
3. http://www.schoolofbabywearing.com/Images/TICKS.pdf

Give your little precious the support he needs with the New PUKU
Air Hipseat Carrier! Super versatile and easy to use, this carrier is the
ultimate fashion statement that a parent needs. Multi-functional and
versatile, it allows for different carrying positions: Facing-in, Facingout and Back-carry. The PUKU Air Hipseat Carrier is designed with
soft, padded shoulder straps and a wide, shock-resistant waist belt,
so it helps to relieve the strain on your spine while you are carrying
your little one. On top of that, it has an innovative design that
includes a shock-absorbing inflatable cushion and non-toxic EPP
inner support to give your baby maximum comfort. The pocket can
be rolled down to reveal a cooling mesh back, the detachable drool
pads are easy to wash and there is even a side pocket to hold small
necessities. In a nutshell, the PUKU Air Hipseat Carrier is the baby
carrier that parents shouldn’t miss out on!
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25th – 26th February 2017 • 11am to 7pm
The search for United Square’s Little Fashionista Search 2 is now ON! If you
think your kid has a stylish flair that deserves the limelight, sign them up with
their most trendy snapshot.

Entry Categories+:
Cat A: 8 – 36 months
Cat B: 37 months – 6 years old
Date & Time:
Audition: Saturday, 25 Feb 2017
Semi-Finals / Finals: Sunday, 26 Feb 2017
Venue:
United Square Shopping Mall, B1 Atrium

WIN prizes
worth over
a
$10,000 and
on the
chance to be
Well
cover of Live
e!
Baby magazin

!

On-site Registration: Limited slots only
Visit United Square Atrium on Sat, 25 Feb to register and receive a
FREE* gift plus an instant photo print.

Please refer to www.livewellbaby.com.sg/fashionista2usq for the latest
audition time slots.
The organisers (United Square Shopping Mall, LiveWell Baby and Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd) reserve the exclusive
discretion to amend, add on, delete from, alter, or otherwise change any rules, terms, and conditions in relation to the
contest, activities, and the main event at any time, without notice, if deemed necessary.
+
+

As of 1 February 2017
Terms & conditions apply

little fashionista ad_LWB57.indd 18
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Prizes Galore To Be Won!
1st Prize

$500 United Square
Shopping Vouchers
+
Grace the cover of
LiveWell Baby
+
Product Prizes

2nd Prize

$200 United Square
Shopping Vouchers

+
Product
Prizes

3rd Prize

$100 United Square
Shopping Vouchers

+
Product
Prizes

Plus many more other attractive prizes to be won!

Fun activities
over 2 days!
Magic
Show

Kids Make-up Demo

FREE
Photo Print*
Make Your Own
Hama Beads
Keychain For Free*

Colouring
Contest

Sponsors:
®

COLOUR FOR KIDS

Official Magazine:

101 Thomson Road, United Square Shopping Mall, (opposite Novena MRT) Singapore 307591
Tel:6251 5885 Opening Hours:10.30am – 9.30pm www.unitedsquare.com.sg

little fashionista ad_LWB57.indd 19
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Are you READY
for Little
Fashionista
Search 2? Here’s
what you can
expect over two
fun-filled days!
C’est Moi Skincare &
Performance Make-up
Atelier (25 February)

Catch up with the latest
trends in skincare and
performance make-up with
C’est Moi! Limited to 10
pairs* of Mother/Father and
child per session.
11:30am to 12.30pm |
2:30 to 3:30pm |
5:30 to 6:30pm
*Registration at the C’est Moi
booth on a first-come-firstserved basis

Magical Times With
Mr Bottle
(25 & 26 February)

Get ready for an
unforgettable experience
with Mr Bottle and his
amazing magic tricks!
Fun and interactive yet
educational, the entire
family can look forward to
a fun-filled afternoon of
magic and mystery—beyond
their wildest imagination!
2:30 to 3:30pm

Eric Seah & Associates
(25 & 26 February)
Test the boundaries of
your child’s creativity with
the COLOURFUL LIFE
Colouring Contest. All you
need to do to sign your
child up is to speak with
one of their associates! No
purchase necessary.

PUKU
(25 & 26 February)

Stand to win fantastic
prizes when you join the
PUKU Photo Contest
with your most creative
snapshot. Simply sign up
at the PUKU booth and
don’t forget to ‘LIKE’
the PUKU Singapore
Facebook fan page!
All participants will
receive a FREE PUKU
Sticker Tattoo.

Bryan Balloon
Entertainment
(25 & 26 February)

FREE! Balloon Sculptures +
Make your own Hama Beads
Keychains (while stocks last).
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C’est Moi
1. Pre-packed Medium (with dark face powder) set for
only $88
2. Pre-packed Mother’s Love set (face wash, night
cream and hydrating gel) for only $78 (U.P. $112.70)
3. Pre-packed Face Mask set for only $68 (U.P. $99.70)
Spend $100 and above to get a FREE Rubies costume and
makeover OR purchase any C’est Moi product to buy a
Classic Elsa costume for the special price of only $25.90!
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ADVERTORIAL

The Magic Of

Healthier Air
Do you know that air quality
indoors can actually be more
unhealthy than the outdoors1?
That’s why it’s imperative for
concerned parents to invest in a
worthy air cleaner that can ensure
a healthier environment for baby
dearest. Our all-time favourite
choice? The Philips Air Cleaners
from the 2000 and 3000 series.
If you don’t already know, indoor

air quality is very important to
a growing child. The reason for
this is simple: due to their smaller
size and exposure ratio, airborne
environmental pollutants tend to
be delivered to children at higher
internal doses than adults. This
could create or worsen respiratory
health problems such as asthma and
allergies in your little one. So why
not take the first step to healthier
air by choosing a Philips Air Cleaner
from the 2000 or 3000 series? Here
are their winning features to help
you make a decision.

2000 Series

Features
AeraSence Sensing Technology

provides real-time indoor air quality
benchmarked by a professional-grade sensor,
which uses respiratory PM2.5 as an indicator,
together with a 4-step colour ring feedback

√

√

√

√

Up to
333m3/hr

Up to
430m3/hr

√

√

√

√

√

√

Superior Room Coverage

Up to 79m2

Up to 95m2

Sleep Mode

Low noise
at 20.5dba

Low noise
at 33dba

√

√

Up to
12 hours

Up to
24 hours

Child Lock

X

√

2-year Worldwide Warranty

√

√

VitaShield IPS Technology

can naturally remove ultra fine particles as
small as 0.02um (more than 100 times smaller
than PM2.5) and 99.97% particle removal
efficiency over a long period

Clean Air Delivery Rate (CADR)

NanoProtect S3 Filter to boost clean air
delivery rate (CADR)

Reduces Allergens

detects daily events like shaking of pillows so
it can auto-boost airflow to instantly reduce
the risk level of allergens to a minimum

Reduces Bacteria & Viruses

auto-boosts airflow in order to capture up
to 99.9% of bacteria and some viruses by the
high quality HEPA filter

Reduces Pollution

accurately detects invisible indoor air
pollutants in real time and auto-boosts
airflow to reduce harmful particles and gases

Smart Light Control

Adjusts light to suit your preferences

Timer

3000 Series

AC2887/30 AC3256/30

For more information, visit www.philips.com.sg/air!
Available at leading electronics stores, major department stores, hypermarkets and selected authorized dealers.
1. https://www.cpsc.gov/Safety-Education/Safety-Guides/Home/The-Inside-Story-A-Guide-to-Indoor-Air-Quality
Please refer to the catalogue and packaging for full product details and disclaimer.
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Say YES TO

ORGANIC
What does going organic
mean for your newborn baby
and why is it so important?

T

aking care of your baby’s skin can be a tricky
thing because it’s still so delicate. That’s
why it’s so important to choose baby care
products that are free from chemicals, fragrances,
and dyes that could cause skin irritation, dryness,
chafing and rashes. In fact, when it comes to baby’s
skin, less is better.
Take bathing for example. Your newborn
baby hardly gets dirty so technically
speaking, bathing 2 to 3 times a week is
probably enough. For slightly older babies,
however, it’s entirely up to you to decide how
often you want to bathe them. Some tiny
tots love playing in the water, and a warm
bath is often a fun relaxing ritual that will put
your little one at ease. But having said that, it’s
still not necessary to bathe your baby every day
because excessive bathing could dry out his skin.
Then there are the baby care products
that we buy for our little ones. As parents, we
wouldn’t knowingly harm our babies. But with
so many products out there with a long list of
unpronounceable names, how can a bewildered parent
make the right choice for their precious
bundle? Our suggestion: go for
baby care products that are as
organic as possible.

22
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What’s the difference between
‘natural’ and ‘organic’?
First things first, Organic refers to products that are produced,
manufactured, and handled via organic means as defined
by certifying bodies such as the United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA). In order to be certified organic, an
ingredient should be derived without the use of fertilizers,
pesticides, and preservatives. It should also not be a genetically
modified organism (GMO).
Natural, on the other hand, refers to plant or animalderived ingredients that are not altered chemically or
synthesised in any form. Be that as it may, ‘natural’ doesn’t
necessarily mean ‘organic’ or vice versa. Since there are no
rules or regulations governing products given the ‘natural’
label, parents are often generally encouraged to go for organic
products for better peace of mind1.
Now that you know the difference, let’s hop over to the tips
that can help keep your little one’s skin in the healthy zone:

Say yes to organic ingredients
While you are out shopping for baby care products, look out for
ingredients that you can recognise. Instead of unpronounceable
chemicals, you can consider products that are based on organic
ingredients such as sweet almond oil and sunflower seed oil.
These are naturally derived oils that are often used to moisturise

A baby care range that carries some of the purest
and most organic products you can buy, Cherub
Rubs is specially recommended by healthcare
professionals in Hong Kong, Malaysia, and
Thailand for infants and babies, individuals with
sensitive skins, as well as individuals with eczema
and dry skin. It’s made from high-quality raw
materials that are specially sourced in Australia
and manufactured under strict organic standards
in a certified organic manufacturing facility. On top
of that, Cherub Rubs is free from petrochemicals,
DEAs, SLS, PEGs, preservatives as well as
artificial fragrances and colours so you know you
are definitely giving your baby dearest the best
certified organic care that he deserves!
Visit http://cherubrubs.com.sg for more information.

todd_Say YES To Organic_2.indd 23

dry skin without all the nasty side effects from using petroleum
or chemical-based products.

Say yes to simplicity
If a product has a long list of unpronounceable ingredients that
you are not sure about, then it’s best for you to look to another
alternative with a simpler ingredient list. While the amount
of chemical substances like parabens in a baby care product is
minute, remember that your little one may be exposed to these
additives in a lot of different products throughout the day.
This is important because your child are not little adults
who have the same level of exposure ratio and sensitivity
reaction as you. Since babies are much smaller in size than
adults, they tend to be more sensitive to the chemicals used in
baby products on a daily basis. In other words? Go as simple as
possible when it comes to buying products for your little one.

Say no to fragrances
Stay away from scented baby products as much as possible
in the early months. The fragrances that they contain could
irritate your baby’s delicate skin and may be overwhelming to
their sensitive noses.

Say no to chemicals as much as possible
Petro-chemicals, for instance, are derived from petroleum and
absorbed through the skin. They include mineral oils that can
be found in many baby oils and skincare products, but could
irritate the skin in some cases.
Another ingredient that you should look out for is Sodium
Lauryl Sulphate (SLS). It’s commonly used as a cheap and
highly effective foaming agent in facial cleansers, soaps,
bubble baths etc. to create a lather. When used often in high
concentrations or not promptly rinsed off, SLS could irritate the
skin and cause skin conditions such as eczema 2.
Nonetheless, it’s best to stay away from all forms of
sulphates as they could have undesirable effects on your baby’s
delicate skin.
Parabens, too, are yet another ingredient that’s commonly
used in baby care products because they make cheap yet
highly effective preservatives that extend a product’s shelf life.
However, many people are concerned because parabens have
been linked to harmful side effects such as endocrine disruption
(known to interfere with hormone systems, which could cause
developmental disorders etc.) and skin cancer3. If you want
to avoid parabens, then it’s best to buy products that come
with a paraben-free label. Otherwise, check the ingredient
list to ensure that the product doesn’t contain methylparaben,
ethylparaben, propylparaben, butylparaben, isobutylparaben,
and isopropylparaben.
1. http://time.com/2914155/organic-food-children-health/
2. http://www.babycentre.co.uk/a1037209/sodium-lauryl-sulphate-sls
3. http://www.safecosmetics.org/get-the-facts/chemicals-of-concern/parabens/
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Made
By Skin
Experts,
Trusted
By Mums
When it comes to caring for your baby’s skin,
there is really nothing better than a baby care
brand that’s not only made by skin experts, but
also trusted by mums. Here’s why Cetaphil® Baby
is the parents’ preferred choice.

It’s an established brand.
Cetaphil® is the number one
dermatological skincare brand in
Singapore1, thanks to its longstanding
and proven track record in providing
skincare solutions. The reason for
this is simple: it’s backed by a wellestablished dermatological and
medical heritage. In fact, it has been
a trusted brand in Singapore for over
30 years by generations of families and
dermatologists so you know you can
definitely depend on it to care for your
baby’s skin in the gentlest way possible.
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It’s free from parabens and
mineral oils.
Since Cetaphil® believes that gentle
skincare makes for happy babies,
its experts have made it a point to
formulate every baby care product in the
Cetaphil® Baby range to be free from
parabens, mineral oil and colourants so
as to give you peace of mind and your
baby the care he truly deserves.
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It’s dermatologically tested,
hypoallergenic and gentle
on your baby’s skin.
Experts recommend that mummies
hydrate their baby’s skin regularly with
a baby lotion or moisturiser immediately
after bathing. But since babies’ skin
tend to be on the delicate side, Cetaphil®
Baby made it a point to carefully pick
out ingredients like soothing Aloe
Vera, moisturising Almond Oil and
nourishing Shea Butter to efficaciously
offer utmost comfort for your baby with
every use.
It’s been dermatologically tested
and proven to be hypoallergenic as well,
which explains why even paediatricians2
are recommending the Cetaphil® Baby
range with confidence.

It has smart product designs.
Bath-times usually mean slippery hands,
which is why Cetaphil® Baby created
an easy-grip design for Cetaphil® Baby
Ultra Moisturising Bath & Wash
and Cetaphil® Baby Gentle Wash &
Shampoo. This means mummies will
no longer have a difficult time juggling
both baby and bottle during bath-time!

Its product range cares for your little one from head to toe.
Cetaphil® Baby is a comprehensive range of products that includes everything that care
for your baby from head to toe. For bath-times, mummies can consider:

Cetaphil® Baby Ultra Moisturising Bath & Wash ($12.90)
Marries both soothing Aloe Vera and ⅓ baby lotion to form a rich, lathering wash that
gently cleanses your baby’s skin

Cetaphil® Baby Shampoo ($12.90)
Contains soothing camomile to gently cleanse and protect your baby’s delicate scalp

Cetaphil® Baby Gentle Wash & Shampoo ($12.90)
An all-in-one solution for your baby’s bath-time needs because it gently cleanses your
baby’s delicate skin and hair without drying them out
After that, mummies can finish up with the Cetaphil® Baby Daily Lotion
($24.90). It combines Shea Butter and Sunflower Seed Oil to gently moisturise and
protect your baby’s skin. The lotion is so easily absorbed and pleasantly refreshing;
even adults can use it!

Now that you know why Cetaphil® Baby is so trusted by
parents and skin experts, get your free samples for baby
dearest at http://bit.ly/lwb-babysamples today!
1.
2.

IMS Index Do2A-Emollients & Protectives Market MAT Jul – Sep 2016
A total of 200 dermatologists and paediatricians in Germany were surveyed online from February to March 2015.
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toddling

Indoor
Entertainment
for Your Toddler
An active toddler is a packet full of energy, ever ready
for adventure. Since taking kids outdoors may not
be feasible at all times, what can you do when
stepping out is not an option? It’s time to
whip out the creativity and come up with
some interesting games to keep the
little one occupied!
By Rashmi Ullas

I

t’s definitely not an easy task to keep your inquisitive
young child busy, especially when you’re stuck indoors. If
your little someone has a short attention span, then you’ll
need double the help to keep him engaged. Here are some fun
activities that will help you have a great indoor time with your
kiddo.

Set aside an agenda
When you are home with your child, it is important to set
a schedule for the day. A routine will help you carry out the
activities with ease and your child will also associate it with a
pattern and will become less cranky.
Divide your day into mealtime, grooming time, nap-time
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and free time. Now during this free time, you can allocate slots
for learning, physical activities, creativity and TV. You may not
be able to do all of these activities in one day, so you can have a
weekly schedule for them.
It is good to have a blend of sitting and playing activities so
your child will get his physical exercise each day. You can save
the mornings for learning activities, as this is the time when
your child is usually very active and attentive.

Indoor Playground
Space is a constraint when indoors, but with a little planning
and creativity you can set up a great playground inside your
four walls.
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sure you keep plenty of pillows at the bottom of the stairs for
a soft landing!
Water Play

Most kids love water play, thanks to the wealth of sensory
experiences they can get from it. You don’t need an indoor pool
at home; all you need is a small tub filled with water, which can
be easily set up in your bathroom, balcony, or a room where
you don’t mind getting wet.
For maximum fun, you can include play tools like small
cups and scoops (for scooping and pouring), sponges and
cloths (for dipping and squeezing), soaps or dish soap (to make
bubbles) and even bathtub crayons (for creativity that you can
easily clean up). You can also throw in a few water-proof toys
for him to interact with as well.

Household Chores

A Game of Ball

There are many ways to play a game of ball at home. You
can either hang a mini basketball hoop on the wall or DIY a
football goalpost/croquet hoops with pool noodles that you can
buy from stores like Daiso. Oh, and remember to use a soft ball
to keep things child-safe.
Cardboard Slides

If you have stairs at home, then a simple and cost-effective fun
activity will be to use old cardboard boxes on them to create
an indoor slide that your kids will love. This will not only
keep your child engaged for at least 30 minutes per day, it’s
also a great way of draining out their excess energy. Just make

My little one loves to follow me around the kitchen and the
broom seems to be her favourite toy, so I get her to do the
chores that she likes. This is also the right time to introduce
your kids to simple household chores like sweeping around the
dining tables after their meals, mopping where they had spilled,
dusting their cupboard and arranging their books.
To develop their culinary interests, you can involve them in
child-safe tasks like cutting out a cookie, mixing the dough for
pancakes or cakes, flattening the breads (rotis, chapatis, etc.) or
peeling the eggs.

Creative Planning
Most kids love arts and crafts. The concept of colouring,
cutting and sticking makes them happy. These creative activities
will not only keep your child engaged, but also improve their
focus and gross motor skills.
LiveWell Baby Vol 57 • Feb.Mar ‘17
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toddling
Drawing & Colouring

There are many benefits to getting your toddler to draw and
colour, even if it’s one big scribble on the paper. Colouring, for
instance, helps your child to develop hand-eye coordination as
he learns to colour within a specific area. It doesn’t matter what
you give your little one to draw or colour on; colouring books,
paper cut-outs, outlines of alphabets, numbers, or shapes all can
become their canvas.
Another activity that amuses kids is watercolours or paints.
You can get your child to try finger or hand painting, vegetable
painting, or simply create an abstract art with their imagination
on a piece of paper.
Crafts

When your kids grow slightly older, can use a pair of children’s
scissors and have developed their motor skills considerably, you
can get them to make puppets, bead necklaces, paper shapes
like planes and boats or cardboard cut outs. Another fun
activity will be to get them to make a collage in the shape of an
animal, vegetable or fruit.
Playing Musical Instruments

If your child is a budding rock star, you can DIY your very
own musical instrument for him! For instance, you can upcycle
a plastic bottle by filling it with rice grains or green beans to
create shakers. You can even wrap it in paper and get your child
to decorate it using stickers or colouring pencils.
Another alternative is to cut off the end of a balloon, stretch
it over the mouth of an empty tin can, and secure it with
a rubber band. Make sure the tin can has been thoroughly
cleaned before using and has no sharp edges before upcycling
it. Hand your kiddo a pair of chopsticks and your child will be
all set for a jamming session! It may be a bit of a cacophony, but
that’s why earplugs were made.

Learning Fun
There’s no better way to teach your kids than to add some fun
to the lessons. Here’s what you can do to put your child on the
learning track.
Building Blocks

You can use building blocks to teach your kids alphabets,
numbers, colours, shapes, sizes, etc. Blocks are a great way to
teach them counting too. The slightly older ones may be into
building, so a toddler set of building bricks can be a good
investment.
Reading Books Together

Developing reading habits in your kids is very important.
Reading together not only helps your child to grasp basic
speech and communication skills, it’s also a huge boon for
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your parent-child bond. I still prefer reading from a book. The
look and feel of a real book (vs. a digital one) is something
incomparable. Sit down with your little one each day and read
out nursery rhymes, stories, simple poems, picture books, etc
and he will soon be hooked on reading.
Puzzles

Puzzles are very interesting. My daughter loves to put them
together and I’m sure most kids do too. You can show your
baby how it’s done once and the next time you’ll see him
complete the whole thing by himself. You don’t necessarily have
to buy puzzles; you can simply cut paper plates into different
shapes and get your little one to piece them back together
again. You can also colour the cut-out shapes into different
colours and have your child sort them according to colours.
So you see, there is so much you can achieve with your
toddler when you’re home alone with him. All you need is a bit
of creativity and organisation. This time with your toddler is
very precious, so make the best of it while it lasts!
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Why do babies
make a fuss or cry?
What can parents
do to comfort their
child without going
over the line or
harming him? By
Tricia Tan

Tears
In Heaven
A

baby’s first cry is always an exhilarating experience for parents.
This thrill, however, may start to dwindle and give way to
frustration and anxiety. Newborns are incapable of expressing
themselves with words. In an effort to communicate and capture
attention, they resort to the use of their almighty weapon – crying. But
fret not, with time to come, you’ll learn to decipher if they’re hungry,
bored or just in need of a warm cuddle.
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toddling
Decoding the Reason Behind
the Wailing
First thing’s first, what sets your tiny bundle off? If you can
detect the stimuli triggering your baby’s meltdowns, it’ll be
easier to fine-tune your environment to put a stop to it. Here
are several common reasons that could be triggering your
little loudhailer.
• He’s hungry: Hunger pangs are the most common. Your
baby’s stomach is unable to store much due to its size. The
younger your baby is, the more likely he’s hungry!
• He’s feeling too warm or cold: Babies tend to be vulnerable
to temperature changes. That’s why it’s important to check
on their temperature from time to time. Feeling his hands
and feet won’t be too accurate, but you can feel his chest
and torso. Warm and dry are good signs while cold or
sweaty means he’s probably too cold or hot respectively.
You may also want to avoid overdressing your baby and
maintain the room temperature at a level that’s comfortable
for a lightly dressed adult.
• He has colic: Colic is characterised as crying episodes that
last more than 3 hours a day for more than 3 days a week.
It most commonly occurs in the evenings for no obvious
reason, but doesn’t typically cause long-term problems.
Colic tends to peak around 6 weeks, but improves
significantly between 3 to 4 months.
• He needs to change his diaper: some babies won’t make
a sound when his diaper is soiled but others will cry the
moment they feel the wetness
• He’s unwell: Listen attentively! Your baby might be sick
if he’s crying in a different tone. It may sound weaker,
high-pitched or more urgent. Being unusually quiet due to
lethargy should also ring alarm bells.
			

Steps You Can Take

Fret, not, we’re here to help! Before your baby’s cries escalate
to a glass-shattering pitch, here are some soothing strategies
you can arm yourself with. However, do keep in mind that
there’re also some things to avoid, especially when it comes to
caring for newborns.
			

Things to Do
•

•

Play a familiar, rhythmic sound: your baby is accustomed to
rhythmic sounds associated with the womb, hence similar
sounding noises are calming to him. White noise can also
soothe your baby because it reduces his stress levels by
blocking out unwanted stimulation such as light, sounds
and unfamiliar faces.
Swaddle your baby: Wrapping your baby cosily in a thin
blanket with his arms across his chest has a wonderful
calming effect and prevents unnecessary wake-ups due to
the startle reflex.
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•

Massage or rub his tummy: The best time for a massage is
when your baby is pacified and alert, especially in between
feeds. Gently rub his back or tummy in a clockwise direction
with massage oil or lotion. If he starts crying during the
massage, he’s probably indicating he’s had enough.
• Give him a warm bath: The sound of trickling water and
the warm sensation on the skin is a wonderful calming
strategy. Do remember to check the water temperature by
dipping your elbow into the water. It should be neither too
hot nor too cold to the touch. Do note that not all babies
enjoy being in water. Trial and error will help you discover
your baby’s likes and dislikes!
			
Above all, NEVER shake your baby! Feeling dejected from
caring for a crying baby is understandable. However, no matter
how frustrating it can get, you should never resort to shaking
your baby. The blood vessels in your baby’s brain are very fragile
and cannot withstand the force of shaking. Blindness, brain
damage and even death may result from such shaking.

Stay Calm
Take some time to collect yourself if you feel overwhelmed.
Providing the best care for your baby means taking care of
yourself as well. Remember, you are not alone because there are
billions of parents out there experiencing the same thing as you.
It’s not a reflection of your parenting skills if your child refuses
to sleep; more like he hasn’t adjusted to life outside the womb
yet. Enlist the help of a friend or relative if necessary, or step
out of the room to take several deep breaths to calm yourself
down. Otherwise, a quiet moment with a cup of tea or short
walk outside can make all the difference. A baby can pick up
stress through ways like muscle tension and breathing rhythm
so try your best to work and decreasing your stress, instead of
hiding it.
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Parents vs. Feeding:
The First Battle
Doing anything for the first time is always a refreshing experience—
especially when it involves your first newborn. Feeding him is no
exception. Here are some FAQs for new parents that will take you
through the minefield of baby feeding.
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toddling

A

s a new parent, you must have thousands of questions
on your mind: where should I start? How do I do this?
Well, no worries! Here are the most frequently asked
questions by new parents like you.

Bottle or breastfeed?
According to the World Health Organisation , “exclusive
breastfeeding is recommended up to 6 months of age, with
continued breastfeeding along with appropriate complementary
foods up to two years of age or beyond.”
The reason for this is simple: breast milk contains all the
necessary nutrients and vitamins that your newborn needs in
the first 6 months of his life. It’s not only specially tailored for
your little one, it also protects him from a long list of allergies
and illnesses like ear infections and stomach viruses.

Can my baby become allergic to my
breast milk?
Your baby may not be necessarily allergic to your breast
milk because he could be sensitive to something you ate or
drank. According to the American Academy of Pediatrics,
“the incidence of food allergy is very low in breastfed infants
compared with formula-fed infants” . There are, however, rare
cases of anaphylaxis to cow’s milk proteins reported in breastfed
babies.
Some babies who are allergic to cow’s milk may have an
allergic reaction soon after feeding. This includes symptoms
like wheezing, coughing, trouble breathing and stomach upset.
Others who experience an allergic reaction hours or days
later could have symptoms like loose stools (may have blood),
eczema or vomiting.
If your child has a serious reaction like swelling of the
mouth/throat, difficulty breathing or have symptoms that
involve different parts of the body (e.g. hives with vomiting),
then please seek the doctor’s help immediately.

Help! My baby seems to be choking
and coughing while breastfeeding.
What could be wrong?
You may have a condition known as forceful letdown or active
letdown, especially if your little one exhibits the following
signs:
• choking during feeding
• coughing during or after feeding
• crying or resisting your breast
• excessive gas, spitting up or hiccuping
• makes clicking sound at your breast
• gulping excessively as if the milk is coming in too fast
• milk dribbling down from the sides of his mouth
• pulling off your breast or tugging at your breast or nipple
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This condition is often associated with milk over-supply and
the baby may swallow lots of air, which explains the colicky
symptoms. On top of that, he gets too much of the high-sugar,
low-fat foremilk and not enough high-fat hindmilk—making
him gassy and fussy as a result.
Basically, your goal is to reduce overall milk production
as well as help your little one balance his intake of fore and
hindmilk. Here are some useful tips:
• let your child nurse on only one breast per feeding for the
next 2-3 feeds before switching to the other breast for the
following 2-3 feeds
• if your other breast feels uncomfortably full, express just
enough milk to relieve the pressure
• you may want to experiment with different breastfeeding
positions to slow down the milk flow e.g. lying on your
back so your baby can nurse “uphill” by lying on top of you
• you may want to nurse your baby before he is fully awake so
the gentler nursing won’t result in such a forceful milk flow
and less gulping of air

Can I take medicines if I’m
breastfeeding?
Many medications are safe to take while you are breastfeeding,
but because most of them can pass into your breastmilk to
some degree and could affect your milk supply, you may want
to consult your doctor first. This includes over-the-counter
drugs, vitamins and dietary or herbal supplements.

What if I’m unable to breastfeed?
Although breastfeeding is largely encouraged, some mothers are
unable to breastfeed due to certain issues. For example, women
with diseases like HIV are advised against breastfeeding even if
they produce enough milk. The same goes for women who are
addicted to smoking, drinking, and drugs.
Apart from these issues, some mothers are unable to
breastfeed due to low milk supply or pain during breastfeeding.
There could be many reasons for this, which include rare
medical conditions like insufficient glandular tissue, breast
cancer, hypoplastic (underdeveloped) breast syndrome etc.
If you find yourself becoming frustrated or depressed
because you think you are not fulfilling your natural role as
a mother, take a deep breath and try not to beat yourself over
it. Consult a lactation expert or open up to supportive friends
and family members. Above all, never feel like you are less than
‘adequate’. You are a great mom and your baby isn’t going to
suffer because you are not breastfeeding. After all, formula milk
can still provide your little one with the nutrients he needs.
We hope these FAQ will help you navigate the minefield
of feeding your little one. At the end of the day, it’s perfectly
alright to be clueless at first so don’t be afraid to ask for help or
seek support from your fellow parents!
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The Fine Line

Between
Parenting &
Pampering
It’s natural to want to pamper
your little precious, but what if
he or she becomes your worst
nightmare? We spot the danger
signs and suggest solutions to
nip them in the bud before it’s
too late.
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M

ost, if not all, parents want to give their
children the best in life and that’s perfectly
natural. The trouble comes when they start out
with good intentions, but overdo it and overindulge their
children to the point of detriment.

But...but I’m just being a good
parent!
First, let’s find out what overindulgence means. According
to How Much Is Too Much?1, a book based on 10 research
studies with 3531 adults, indulgence is defined as such:
“Overindulging children is giving them too much of
what looks good, too soon, and for too long. It is giving
them things or experiences that are not appropriate for their
age or their interests and talents. It is the process of giving
things to children to meet the adult’s needs, not the child’s.”
To give you a better idea, here are 3 ways you could be
overindulging your child:
1. Too Much (toys, privileges, entertainment etc.)
2. Over-Nurture (giving too much attention, doing things
for your children that they should be doing themselves
etc.)
3. Soft Structure (not enforcing existing rules, not
expecting your children to learn new life skills etc.)

What’s wrong with pampering
my child?
You might think you are doing your children a favour by
overindulging their every whim, but it could potentially
cause problems when they reach adulthood. Such children
not only become increasingly self-entitled, they also
demand instant gratification and milk their parents like
cash cows. On top of that, they:
• are materialistic, irresponsible, and overly stubborn
• take things for granted
• are unwilling to build meaningful relationships, make
the community better or pursue personal growth
• shortened attention span and interest levels
• have overspending and overeating issues
• lack self-control and proper boundaries
• always want to be the centre of attention and unwilling
to give it up
• may lie frequently in order to get what they want, at any
cost
• take no initiative to learn valuable adult life skills
In other words, over-pampering can have serious
consequences on your child’s personality and character—
which could spell trouble for the child, you as a parent as
well as those who have to deal with him in future.
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I don’t want my child to grow up
deprived like I did.
We get that many parents want their children to lack for
nothing, especially when they themselves grew up in a less
than ideal environment. Others want to compensate for
missing important milestones/events in their child’s life. But by
satisfying all demands (realistic or not), not correcting the child
when needed, and treating the child like he’s a delicate flower
(Strawberry Generation, anyone?) is no way to set him up for a
successful adulthood.

My parents spoil my child rotten even
though I told them not to.
Ah...the well-known phenomenon of adoring grandparents.
Well, grandparents spoil their grandchildren for one very simple
reason: it makes them happy to do so. After all, they have been
through a lot raising both you and your spouse so now they
get to enjoy the fun parts of parenting. That’s why they are so
willing to indulge in your child’s every whim.
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“Overindulging children is
giving them too much of what
looks good, too soon, and
for too long. It is giving them
things or experiences that are
not appropriate for their age
or their interests and talents.
It is the process of giving
things to children to meet the
adult’s needs, not the child’s.”
talk things out. Acknowledge the fact they have had prior
parenting experience and their strong desire to be helpful
but highlight that you should still be respected as the parent
of the child.

[3] Set Boundaries
Once you’ve communicated your wishes, it’s time to set
some boundaries. Assess what upsets you and make a list.
From this list, ascertain what’s important to you and what
you can let slide. Above all, pick your battles and consider
whether this will affect your relationship with your parents
or the relationship your child has with his grandparents.
Sometimes, a little flexibility is important as well.

[4] Tag-Team With Your Partner
Having said that, it doesn’t mean that they should
overindulge because you are ultimately the one who has to
deal with the consequences e.g. a cranky toddler. We know it
can be tough trying to convince your parents to take it down a
notch (especially if your child is the first ever grandchild of the
family) so here are some tips to help you out:

[1]	Communicate
You might feel like your parents are overstepping their
boundaries but is it possible that they are not sure of what
you want or don’t want? Clear the air by helping your
parents understand how they can be helpful so they won’t
feel excluded or unimportant. This is also a good time to lay
out the family rules and consequences for breaking them so
your parents know what to do.

[2] Acknowledge
Remember, your parents play an important role in their
precious grandchild’s life so be gentle in your approach and
1. A book by Jean Illsley Clarke, Connie Dawson, and David Bredehoft
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Make sure you and your partner are on the same page so you
can handle the situation together should a conflict arise.

[5] Be Proactive
Instead of reacting to problems, you may want to
proactively address it prior to leaving your child with his
grandparents. For instance, you can say things like “Ah Boy
is becoming naughtier at home these days. Can you help us
by being stricter with him like how we discussed?”

[6] Show Appreciation
No one likes to be criticised, least of all your parents. So
show your appreciation often by thanking or praising them
when they have done something that eases your burden.
It’s easy to feel like your parenting efforts are being
undermined by your parents but remember, it takes a village to
bring up a child so we hope our tips can help you work things
out!
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Cream
of the Crop
As mothers, it’s heartbreaking to see our baby’s
beautiful skin covered in diaper rash. While
nappy creams can save the day, you should take
a close look at the ingredients and select the
ones that are gentle on the baby’s skin.

D

iaper rash is nasty business. It covers your baby’s gorgeous skin and leaves
behind a patchwork of bright red skin on his diaper area—from his
buttocks and genitals all the way down to his thighs. The rash itself may
not bother your baby much, but as a parent, you probably feel like a failure for
letting diaper rash ‘happen’ to your precious.
Guess what? It can happen to anyone so you shouldn’t be too hard on yourself.
Besides, there are diaper creams that can ease the condition by creating a protective
layer between your baby’s bum and any poo/urine in the unventilated diaper.
Sounds good, right?

How do diaper creams work?
Essentially they use an ingredient known as zinc oxide to produce a barrier between
your baby’s skin and the diaper full of poo/pee. Zinc oxide is a fine white powder
that’s insoluble in water, so it’s usually used in diaper creams to repel moisture—
making it an effective barrier between your baby’s skin and the hostile diaper
environment.

L.SG.MKT.CC.08.2016.0118
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amounts, some tiny tots may have an
allergic reaction to it—especially if you
exceed the recommended dose. Zinc
oxide also doesn’t have any notable
healing effect, acts only as a barrier, and
kills neither yeast nor bacteria.
That’s why Bepanthen® Nappy
Rash Ointment skipped out on using
zinc oxide as one of
its ingredients—to
make it more gentle
for both babies and
breastfeeding mums
to use as a soothing
balm on their sore and
cracked nipples.

Why Bepanthen®
Nappy Rash
Ointment?

Prolonged use, however,
may render cloth diapers
virtually useless because
zinc oxide could build
up on the diaper and
cause it to repel liquids
instead of absorbing
them. This could spell
bad news for parents
who are cloth nappy
advocates and put an
unnecessary burden on the
bank account since you have to
keep buying replacements.
Its waterproof nature also makes
it difficult for parents to wash off the
cream after applying it onto their
baby’s bum, so that can be quite a
hassle as well.

What are the side effects
of zinc oxide?
Although the use of zinc oxide for babies
is generally considered safe in small

For one, Bepanthen® Ointment
is free from ingredients such as
fragrances, preservatives, colouring,
and antiseptics. Not only is it a breeze
to apply and remove, the ointment also
works in 2 ways to protect and care for
your baby’s skin.
First it keeps your baby’s skin
healthy and hydrated with Pro Vitamin
B5 (dexpanthenol), which acts as a skin
moisturiser by stimulating the skin’s
natural healing processes.
Bepanthen® Ointment also has a
long-lasting water-in-oil formulation
that helps your baby’s skin to breathe.
In fact, a thin layer is all you need to
protect your tiny tot’s delicate skin from
irritants (poo, pee, chemicals used in
diaper, detergents used to wash cloth
diaper) and abrasions (friction from
tight-fitting diapers).
Use Bepanthen® Ointment regularly
and with every diaper change, so it
cuts down on the irritation that your
baby’s skin is subjected to. Having said
that, parents should also remember to
take the following steps to avoid the

worsening of their baby’s diaper rash:
• Change his diaper more frequently,
even if your baby is not making
a fuss because damp skin is more
susceptible to rash-causing enzymes
in his stools.
• Clean your baby’s bottom with
cotton balls or washcloths soaked in
warm water instead.
• Allow your baby’s bum some time to
air dry. If there’s no time, then use a
hand-held fan to dry his bottom on
the go. Avoid scrubbing the skin dry
with a towel as this could further
irritate your baby’s skin.
• Loosen the diaper for a proper fit.
An overly tight diaper could cause
chafing and prevent airflow into
the diaper area, which will create
a moist environment favourable to
diaper rash.
• Wash your hands thoroughly after
changing your baby’s diapers so
it reduces the odds of yeast and
bacteria passing from your hands to
other parts of your baby’s body.

Can breastfeeding moms
use it too?
Absolutely. What works for Baby will
work just as well on breastfeeding
mommies too. Due to its healing nature,
Pro Vitamin B5 is a wonderful balm for
those sore and cracked nipples because it
gently aids the natural recovery of your
skin and locks in moisture to keep it
soft, smooth, and hydrated.

Sounds good! Where can
I get Bepanthen® Nappy
Rash Ointment?
For a free trial pack and more information,
visit www.bepanthen.com.sg. Bepanthen®
Nappy Rash Ointment is also available
at most Guardian, Watsons, and Unity
outlets.
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Smooth

Operator
Do not take for granted that baby’s skin
is always smooth and soft. Dry, scaly and
redness are just some conditions that can
afflict them. Here is the lowdown on baby
skin and helpful care tips.

N

ewborn skin varies in appearance depending on how
far along they were in their mother’s womb. Most
newborns are born very wrinkled and have pinkishred skin, which is perfectly normal.
Premature babies have thin, translucent skin that tend to
be covered in fine, downy hair – known as lanugo – especially
on the back, shoulders, forehead and temples. Lanugo usually
wears off within several weeks.
On the other hand, babies who are overdue tend to have
peeling, dry skin. The underlying skin is soft, moist and healthy
so it is not a cause of concern.
Other common skin conditions include neonatal acne,
milia, dry skin and prickly heat rash.

Acne, however, can be present on the cheeks, forehead,
chin and back. These small whiteheads might be surrounded
by reddish skin and can become more pronounced when baby
is hot or fussy or his skin is irritated by saliva, spit-up milk, or
rough fabric.
Neonatal acne is not caused by dirt, so simple cleansing
with mild baby soap and water once a day is sufficient. Too
much washing can further aggravate your baby’s skin. The rash
usually doesn’t bother him, so don’t let it get to you, either.
They should disappear on their own within a few months.

Neonatal acne and Milia

Dry Skin

Neonatal acne is related to lingering hormones from the mother
still circulating in baby’s body whereas milia (tiny white bumps)
are caused by skin flakes blocking oil glands near the surface of
the skin.
Milia are most common among newborns and appear across
their nose, chin or cheeks. They usually disappear by themselves
over the course of a few days or weeks.

Most dry skin results from environmental factors such as
exposure to hot or cold weather with low humidity levels, air
conditioning, excessive bathing and chlorine in pool water.
Because young skin is more delicate, it is more susceptible to
becoming dry.
Slather on moisturiser immediately after bathing baby to
seal in the water that is still in his skin from the bath. As far as
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moisturisers go, the general rule is the thicker the better.
If baby’s skin is still dry even with daily moisturising, try
switching to a thicker cream or ointment. Moisturising twice a
day – after bath and once during the day, may also help.

Prickly heat rash
This red, bumpy skin eruption appears often in the folds of
skin when underdeveloped sweat glands become blocked,
trapping perspiration beneath the skin and on parts of the
body where clothing fits snugly, including the neck, shoulders,
armpits and groin.
As the name suggests, it is a sign that your baby is too
warm. Prickly rash occurs mostly in warm weather and during
the first three months of life.
The best treatment is to keep your baby cool and dry, and
dress him in loose, lightweight clothing that wicks moisture
away from skin. Avoid using creams and ointments, which can
block the sweat pores further.
Also, make sure he drinks plenty of fluids so he doesn’t get
dehydrated.

Natural secrets
One of Nature’s first defences against dryness, bacterial
infections and other dangers for newborn babies is actually the
vernix caseosa – a white, cheesy coating that protects baby’s
delicate skin from the amniotic fluid.
Most nurses wipe off this protective layer immediately
after delivery but it consists of lipids (fats), proteins and water
that not only hydrates baby’s skin, but also contains healing,
cleansing, anti-infective and antioxidant properties.
If possible, request to delay the bath so you can massage
the vernix into your baby’s body. Let his skin absorb all
the nourishing benefits of this substance that can prevent
dehydration and infections from bacteria in the hospital.
Besides, your first touch is therapeutic for bonding and
regulating your baby’s initial breathing patterns.

Caring for baby’s Delicate Skin
Essentially, when it comes to baby skin care, the adage is less is
more!
Look for products which are rigorously formulated,
dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic. Those that contain
dyes, parabens, phthalates and fragrances can irritate a baby’s
skin and breathing.
Skin products should always be tailored to your baby’s skin.
Since baby’s skin is fragile and sensitive, use only light textured
moisturising cream and body lotion, mild soap, cleansers and
shampoo that are well-tolerated.
Ointments and creams are better than water-based lotions
because they have a denser consistency and will create a
lubricating layer over the skin. For optimal results, cover baby

Skin products should always
be tailored to your baby’s skin.
Since baby’s skin is fragile and
sensitive, use only light textured
moisturising cream and body
lotion, mild soap, cleansers and
shampoo that are well-tolerated.
up after moisturising to reduce moisture evaporation so his skin
can absorb more of the cream. However, use sparingly on tiny
newborn babies.
Next, resist the urge to bathe baby frequently as too-often
bathing removes the natural oils that protect baby’s skin. Hot,
soapy baths pull moisture from his skin as well, so limit baths
to three times a week to protect against dryness.
Lastly, wash baby’s clothing before they are worn with
baby laundry detergents that are fragrance- and dye-free. If it is
possible, separate baby’s clothes, bedding and blankets from the
rest of the family’s laundry and give everything an extra rinse.
Your little one can now achieve soft and smooth skin again
because baby, he was born this way.
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The Villain
Line-up

Your child needs help to defeat bad bacteria.
Let’s find out who some of these bad guys are.

I

n cartoons, it is always easy to tell which the villains are.
They have evil laughs, secret lairs, master plans and scores
of evil minions.
In real life, it isn’t easy to tell good bacteria from the bad.
Bacterial, fungal, and viral villains require constant vigilance.
Here’s what you need to know about these bacteria baddies to
become a kick-ass Slime-Fighter.

Learn to recognise Evil Laughs
While bacteria do not have evil laughs per se, you can be
notified of their presence by symptoms they cause, such as:
• Coughs
• Unusual discharges, such as running nose, eye discharge or
tender navel/penis
• Changes in appetite
• Mood changes
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•
•
•
•
•

Fever
Diarrhea
Vomiting
Constipation
Rashes
The specific combination of these symptoms points to the
name of the evil villain. A running nose for example, coupled
with a cough and a fever, indicate the possibility of influenza.

Find their Secret Lairs
Common areas which bad bacteria call home are reservoirs of
moisture. They include sinks, drain holes, toilet bowls, and
other, often humid, areas. Bacteria love moisture, so any place
that’s damp needs extra attention when you clean.
Sponges, dishcloths, towels and brushes also harbour germs.
In fact, and ironically, they are some of the top locations for
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germs in your home. They’re often damp (a perfect breeding
ground for germs), and most of these cleaning tools actually
transfer and spread germs around onto other surfaces with
every wipe.
Next are contact surfaces, such as handles, doorknobs, toilet
seats, flushers, telephones, computer keyboards, appliances and
so on. Since everyone in your family touches them, transferring
on any germs they may have picked up, cross-contamination
runs rampant.
Floors, carpets, furniture and other objects that may not
come into direct contact with skin or food can also be secret
lairs for bacteria.
Another potential home for bacteria is food or water that
has not been thoroughly cooked. This is where you find e.coli,
which causes food poisoning. E. coli is actually bacteria that
lives in animals’ intestines, and are transmitted to human
beings through their faeces.
Last but not least, the most secret of all secret lairs has to
be other humans. People carry their own populations of germs
with them, and while they may not look sick, they can actually
be carriers of diseases, which can be spread to your child by
water droplets or physical contact.

Thwart their Master Plans
Now for bacteria villains to infect your child, there has to be a
route of transmission. The usual routes include:
Fecal-oral – through the mouth. This is the master
plan of diseases such as:
• Cholera
• Hepatitis A
• Polio
• Rotavirus
• Salmonella
Sexual – through contact with bodily fluids, sexually
infectious villains seek to dominate the world. They include
• HIV/AIDS
• Chlamydia
• Genital warts
• Gonorrhea
• Hepatitis B
• Syphilis
• Herpes
Airborne – through the lungs, either in water droplets or
air currents, examples of airborne baddies are:
• Bacterial Meningitis
• Chickenpox
• Common cold

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Influenza
Mumps
Strep throat
Tuberculosis
Measles
Rubella
Whooping cough
Common cold
Influenza A & B
Mumps
Measles
Rubella
SARS

Vector – through the bites of parasites or pests. Most
common in Singapore are:
• Chikungunya
• Dengue fever
Direct contact – physical contact is also the
means by which the following are tranmistted.
• Athlete’s foot
• Impetigo
• Syphilis (on rare occasions)
• Warts
• Ringworms
To ensure that these master plans are always thwarted,
always make sure that all secret lairs are properly cleaned and
regularly disinfected.
Frequent hand washing is also the most important factor
in preventing spread of unwanted organisms. Nutrition has
to be improved as well, which includes cooking foods well
and avoiding feeding foods which have been left outside for
a long time.
Plus, do not give antibiotics for longer than needed. Long
term use of antibiotics wipes out the good guys, and chances
of developing opportunistic infections like clostridium
difficile colitis, which brings us to the Evil Minions.

Don’t forget about the Evil Minions
While your child’s immune system is compromised by an
infection, opportunistic infections can occur. For example,
the use of antibiotics can wipe out protective good bacteria
along with the bad, resulting most commonly in secondary
fungal infections.
There’s many more Evil Minions than can be listed,
so make sure your home is clean – and everything in it,
including you – especially when your child is fighting off
sickness!
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Sleep problems are highly prevalent
in childhood, with sleep apnoea
being a common cause of reduced
sleep consolidation in infants and
young kids. What are some tips so
your baby can sleep better?
Jennifer Ho finds out.

C

ontrary to popular belief, babies can suffer from
sleep disorders, particularly sleep apnoea. The term
“apnoea” refers to brief pauses in the breathing
pattern during sleep. Apnoea is a normal occurrence but when
it happens often and is prolonged, it not only disrupts sleep but
can also cause decreased oxygen levels in the body, which is lifethreatening.

The Sleep Obstructers
The 3 different types of sleep apnoea are Obstructive, Central
and Mixed.
Obstructive sleep apnoea is most prevalent in 3 to 6 years
old because it coincides with the growth of the adenoids and
tonsils. During sleep, the soft tissue at the back of the throat is
most relaxed and may cause the airway to be obstructed.
Central apnoea is more common in preemies because their
central nervous systems are still immature. It occurs when the
brain fails to signal to the muscles to breathe. Mixed apnoea is
a combination of both obstructive and central, and may happen
when the child is awake or asleep.
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If you suspect your child has sleep apnoea, get your doctor
to do a physical examination. Most cases of sleep apnoea can
be treated or managed with surgery, medications or monitoring
devices. Many times, they go away on their own.

Catch 40 Winks with PILLOW
However, if you’re still negotiating with the snooze monster
to release more Z’s to your little one, why not try the
P.I.L.L.O.W talk?

P-

ush Back Night Wakings

Whether you should wake your baby for night feedings
depends on his age, weight and overall health. At 6 months
old, your baby may be waking up crying more for comfort than
feeds. But for newborns who are breastfed, you may need to
wake your baby once every 2 to 3 hours throughout the night to
give him his milk.
It may help to get Dad to attend to baby first so your
baby doesn’t associate either breast or bottle with slumber.
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Alternatively, soothe your baby without picking him up from the
bed. Some signs that show your baby is ready to sleep through
the night without night feedings include not nursing for as long,
not finishing the bottle and falling asleep during feedings.

I-

ntroduce Scheduled Naps

Babies sleep a lot in the first year of life because they are
developing at an extraordinary rate. You need to supplement his
night sleep with regular naps to help him get the rest he needs.
Whether it is 20 minutes or 1 hour, sleep is still sleep. The
key is to be consistent. Schedule naps roughly the same time
every day and don’t stress over interruptions. After all, it takes
some trial and error to figure out what works best for your baby,
especially as he grows older.

L-

et Baby Learn To Fall Asleep
Independently

Put your baby to bed drowsy but still awake, and let him soothe
himself to sleep. Studies have found that babies wake up an
average of once per night when they learn to fall asleep on
their own, whereas babies who sleep knowing their parents are
around are twice more likely.
It’s okay to let your baby cry it out - it just sounds more
neglectful than it actually is. In fact, this sleep training
approach encourages your baby to cry for short, specific
intervals of time, and helps you practise regular check-ins to
reassure him. This method works for naps in the day too.

L-

atex Bed Matters

The type of mattress and pillows you get for your baby
also matters. For one, his skull bones are still relatively
soft and malleable, so he needs a surface that is firm
and flat to support both the head and neck,
yet does not pose a risk of Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome. Next, you don’t
want them to overheat your baby
when he’s sleeping.
Latex pillows are inherently
elastic but firm, meaning they do not

sag but contour to the shape of your baby’s body/ head while
aligning the spine in the correct sleeping position. This position
is very important for proper spinal development. The resilient
supportive structure of latex provides even pressure dispersion
and won’t lose its original shape.
Its unique structure also renders it breathable, keeping your
baby warm during cool nights and vice versa. Millions of tiny
holes allow maximum air flow so there’s no moisture or heat
build-up. For parents who are worried about dust and allergens,
latex prohibits the growth of bacteria, mould and mildew,
effectively making it hypo-allergenic.

O-

bserve The Same Lights Out

It’s best to put your baby to bed every day before
9pm, as results from the Global Sleep Survey suggests that
babies who go to bed before 9pm get an hour’s more sleep than
babies who go to bed after 9pm. It was also observed that these
babies do not make up the “lost” hour during the day through
napping.
To avoid that, you may have to adjust the family’s lifestyle to
suit your baby’s sleep schedule. When your baby starts sleeping
longer hours at night and doesn’t fuss as much before sleeping,
it’s all worth it!

W-

ork Out A Before-Bedtime
Routine

Babies thrive on routine. Routines give rhythm and
predictability to their day so they are comforted knowing
what to expect next. Moreover, the Global Sleep Survey has
shown that with a bedtime routine, babies fall asleep within 30
minutes and had fewer night wakings.
You can start your baby on a bedtime routine as
early as between 1 and 2 months old. Begin with a
warm soothing bath to relax your baby, followed by a
gentle massage to reduce fussiness. The last step should
take place in your baby’s room and not exceed 20
minutes. Engage in quiet activities like reading, listening
to soft music or singing lullabies to signal to your baby
that it’s time to sleep.
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preschooling

Child Road Safety
When it comes to road safety, preventing your child from cycling
on the roads is not the best way to stop accidents from happening.
Arm yourself with the right information so you can teach your child
the basics of staying safe on the road.

C

ycling has become a popular form of
recreation and transport for many adults
because of its convenience and timeefficiency, and is fast catching on among teenagers
and children alike.
However, most do not fully understand their
vulnerability on the roads and have yet to internalise

safe cycling behaviour and habits.
Whether you are a pedestrian, cyclist or driver
on the road, it is very important to know the traffic
rules and abide by them at all times so you will
not put yourself or others in danger. Road safety
is a shared responsibility, so if you want to cycle,
remember these tips:
Wear light-coloured clothing to
enhance your visibility to other
road users.

Always check that your bicycle is in
good working condition and properly
maintained - properly inflated tyres,
working brakes and bicycle bell,
correctly adjusted bicycle chains
with full chain guard, and correctly
positioned lights and reflectors.

Pillion below the age of 12 years
old must be seated in a properly
constructed seat or carrier affixed to
the bicycle.

Always keep to the left hand edge of
the roadway and look out for other
road users.

Ride a bike that fits you - when you sit
on the saddle and place both feet on
the ground, you should be able to touch
the floor with your toes and balls of
your feet.

Wear proper footwear like closed sandals
or shoes with laces tied properly. Avoid
flip-flops or slippers that provide little
or no grip as they have the tendency to
slip off while cycling or get caught in the
pedals and bicycle gears.

NEVER cycle more than two
abreast in the same direction.

NEVER cycle against the
flow of traffic.

NEVER assume the right of way and
always remain alert and road safety
conscious while cycling on the roads.
Sources:
http://driving-in-singapore.spf.gov.sg/
http://sportssafety.ssc.gov.sg/publish/sports_safety/home/resources.html
http://srsc.org.sg/advisories/cyclists-bicycle-road-safety-accidents/
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We interviewed Mr Steven Lim, the President of The
Safe Cycling Task Force, a non-profit, volunteer organisation
that lobbies for better and safer roads for cyclists through
collaborations with the authorities and government agencies, as
well as conducting Safe Cycling Clinic in Tampines and Pasir
Ris for some advice on safe cycling.

1) What are your top 5 traffic rules for
safe riding?
Before hitting the roads, a cyclist needs to be competent and
confident enough to handle road conditions. Many cyclists
think that once they can cycle, they can go onto the road,
which is a big mistake. While a cyclist does not have to go
through proficiency tests like a driver, it is important that a
cyclist learns the traffic rules, have adequate knowledge of road
conditions and bicycle handling skills before hitting the roads.
Important traffic rules that a cyclist needs to know: 1. The
bicycle is considered a vehicle so cyclists must obey all traffic
rules (including stopping at red light, following road signs
and instructions) 2. Do not ride against traffic. 3. Have white
light in front and red reflector at the back (we advise having
red lights instead of the reflector and not using other coloured
lights) from 7pm to 7am (we advise having it on all day,
especially during dark and cloudy days).
Tips: 1. Use hand signals to communicate your intentions
to other road users. 2. Ride in a straight path, in a proper,
steady and predictable manner. 3. Do not use mobile phone or
earphones (listening to music) while riding. 4. Scan the roads,
listen, stay alert and keep a good look out. 5. Always wear light
coloured clothing (a reflective vest if you want). 6. While a
helmet is not mandatory when one rides a pedal bicycle, it is
highly recommended that cyclists put on a helmet to reduce the
chances of head injuries.

2) How should parents teach road
safety to their children instead
of keeping them off the roads
altogether?
Some parents stop their children from cycling because they
think it is dangerous but on the contrary, it is more dangerous
if we keep our children from such an important skill and
knowledge when they are young as they might one day be
exposed to it suddenly when they grow up. It is important we
impart the skill to them, as well as inculcate proper safe habits
when they are young.
Cycling has to become a survival skill. This can be done
through educating them in their day-to-day life, bringing
them to ride in the park, improving their bike handling skills
then slowly bringing them to ride on the roads etc. It is also
important that parents inculcate proper values, habits and set
good examples during these learning processes as that will
shape their children’s behaviour as they grow up.

3) Do you have any additional tips
when buying a bicycle? How about
cycling on the roads?
It is important to get the right sized bike for the child as this
will help him to ride properly, handle the bike safely and
not sustain any injuries while riding. Getting protective gear
such as helmet, elbow and knee pads are also important for
protecting them. Always wear shoes when cycling so that they
protect the feet during a fall. If parents are unable to teach and
ride with their children, they may send them to commercial
bike schools to be trained by qualified trainers. The Road Safety
Park in East Coast Park is now open to public so parents can
bring their children there to practise riding in a controlled and
safe environment.

Cycling has to become a
survival skill. This can be
done through educating
them in their day-to-day
life, bringing them to ride
in the park, improving
their bike handling skills
then slowly bringing them
to ride on the roads etc.
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medical Q&A

ask the

DOCTOR
Dr Tan Li Nien Michelle,

Consultant, Department of Paediatrics
Division of Paediatric Gastroenterology,
Hepatology, Liver Transplantation and Nutrition
Khoo Teck Puat – National University Children’s
Medical Institute
National University Hospital, Singapore

Q:

Why is protein important for
infants and what role does it
play in the child’s development?
Does it mean the higher the better?

Protein

is the major
structural component of all cells in the
body — “building blocks” of the body.
Proteins also function as enzymes,
transport carriers and hormones. Their
component amino acids are required
for the synthesis of nucleic acids,
hormones, vitamins and other important
molecules needed for body growth
and maintenance of body parts such as
bones, muscles, skin.
Dietary protein is necessary to
replenish amino acids, which are being
degraded and oxidized by the body.
Furthermore, in children, dietary
protein is needed for new tissue growth
and development. The initial growth
of a child in the first 6 months of life
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is rapid. Breast milk or formula milk
supplies all the proteins a baby needs
until 4-6 months of age. Protein-rich
solid foods should supplement breast
milk from 6 months of age. Of the 22
known amino acids, our body is able to
make 13 of them. Hence, the rest must
be obtained from protein-rich foods
such as milk, meat, eggs, dairy products
and beans.
Babies should get protein every
day as per the recommended dietary
allowance. The intake of protein should
be adequate to provide the needs for
maintenance at an appropriate body
composition and to permit growth
at the normal rate for age, matching
energy balance and physical activity. But

having said that, it’s still important to
moderate the protein intake because
too much protein in your baby’s diet
during the first 2 years could set him
or her up for a lifetime of weight
problems and health risks like high
blood pressure and heart disease.
Breast milk contains the right amount
of proteins and nutrients that are
essential for an infant’s first 6 months
of growth and development but for
weaning babies, it’s been suggested
that parents give follow-up formulas
that have reduced protein content.
Nonetheless, it’s best to consult
your doctor on how to make healthy
adjustments.
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Q:

What is the difference between
intact, partially hydrolysed proteins
and extensively hydrolysed proteins?

Extensively

hydrolysed proteins contain small cow’s milk protein,
which are broken down into peptides. It is the first treatment of choice for formula-fed
infants with cow’s milk protein allergy (CMPA). However, 10-20% of infants with
CMPA may not tolerate extensively-hydrolysed formula as there is still trace amount
of contamination with relatively intact cow’s milk proteins and would need an aminoacid based formula.
Partially hydrolysed proteins contain relatively large cow’s milk protein fragments
as the protein chains are only partly broken down. They are not suitable for treatment
of CMPA, but some studies have suggested that partially hydrolysed milk formulas
may be a good way of reducing eczema risk in formula-fed infants who are unable
to be completely breastfed and has a family history of allergy. In fact, results from
the German Infant Nutritional Intervention Study found that “early nutritional
intervention with certain hydrolysed infant formulas in high-risk children has a
long-term preventive effect on atopic dermatitis until the age of 6”.1 Intact proteins
are whole protein molecules. They are not hypoallergenic and can trigger an allergic
reaction in a susceptible child.
1. Preventive effect of hydrolyzed infant formulas persists until age 6 years: Long-term results from the German
Infant Nutritional Intervention Study (GINI)

Disclaimer: The advice offered by the featured expert should not be misinterpreted to be a
recommendation of any product. This column provides the opinions of specialists and readers should
consult their own doctors if they should have further enquiries.
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We Want
To Know
What You
Think!
Tell us what you really
think about LiveWell Baby
and you might just walk
away with an exclusive
goodie bag worth $50!
1. Do you subscribe to LiveWell Baby?
Yes
No

4. Where did you first discover LiveWell Baby?
Watsons
Kiddy Palace
Hospitals, clinics or pharmacies
Magzter
On the Internet while I was searching for articles on
babies, pregnancy, nutrition etc.
Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram
A friend/family showed me a copy.
A friend/family gave me a gift subscription.
Someone’s home/office
Others, please state: ________________________
_______________________________________

2. If you are not a subscriber, where do you get
your free copy from?
Watsons
Kiddy Palace
Hospitals, clinics or pharmacies
Magzter
LiveWell Baby website

5. How frequently do you read LiveWell Baby?
Every issue
Most issues
Less than half
Once in a while
Never

3. Name the outlet/location of Watsons, Kiddy
Palace, hospitals, clinics, pharmacies you
got your free copy of LiveWell Baby from.
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

6. How long have you been reading LiveWell
Baby?
Under a year
1-2 years
2-3 years
4-5 years
5 years or more
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7. How would you rate the layout of our
magazine?
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very poor
8. How would you rate LiveWell Baby compared
to other magazines of similar content?
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very poor

9. How helpful do you think our articles are for
your daily life?
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Neutral
Not helpful
10.How helpful do you think our annual
LiveWell Baby awards are for your daily life?
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Neutral
Not helpful

Your contact details:
Name: 						
NRIC: 				
Address:						
					
						
Contact Number: 			
Log on to www.livewellbaby.com.sg or mail this
completed survey form to:
Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd 20 Midview City Sin Ming
Lane #06-55 Singapore 573968
Terms & Conditions:
1. This survey is open to all Singapore citizens and anyone residing in
Singapore.
2. Only one entry per person will be accepted. No purchase is necessary
to enter the survey. Entry constitutes full and unconditional acceptance
of these terms and conditions. LiveWell Baby is not responsible for
lost, corrupted, or delayed entries. LiveWell Baby reserves the right to
disqualify anyone who violates these terms and conditions.
3. Any and all personal data submitted may be collected, used and/
or disclosed to LiveWell Baby for various purposes, including to
communicate with the participant for purposes related to the survey, to
provide goods and services to the participant upon request and such other
purposes LiveWell Baby may reasonably deem appropriate, or in relation
to which the participant has otherwise provided LiveWell Baby with
consent.
4. You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold LiveWell Baby and its affiliates,
advertisers, and other third parties, including directors, officers,
shareholders, employees, representatives, contractors, affiliates,
successors, or assigns, harmless from and against any and all damages,
expenses, liabilities, and losses of any kind (including, without limitation
legal fees), arising out of a third party claim regarding or in connection
with your participation in the survey or use of the survey or submissions
made to LiveWell Baby or a designated third party, or a breach of these
Terms, to the extent that such damages, expenses, liabilities and losses
were caused by you.
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ut & About
Expanded Treatment Brings Hope For
Children With Food Allergies

Children with persistent allergies to cow’s milk, egg and tree nuts
such as cashew and pistachio will now be able to consume these
foods without adverse reaction if they successfully undergo and
complete the Food Oral Immunotherapy (FOI) programme. Some
examples of the common food allergies in Singapore are peanut,
shellfish and egg.
Ingestion of a tiny amount of food which a child is allergic
to can cause a range of effects. These can be mild such as a rash
to a severe or life-threatening reaction known as anaphylaxis. A
reaction usually occurs within seconds or minutes of exposure
to the allergen and in severe cases, it can lead to death if left
untreated.
When a person has a food allergy, avoidance of that food is
the standard advice given. Dr Soh Jian Yi, Consultant from the
Division of Paediatric Allergy, Immunology and Rheumatology
(National University Hospital) who helms the service, shares “The
patient has to avoid that food, and this places restrictions on the
patient as well as the family. There is also the psychological burden
of constantly being on the alert, checking labels and foods taken
outside of the home. In the case of a persistent food allergy, this
means years of carrying this burden.”
Even with these sacrifices, total avoidance is not always
possible because ingredients such as peanut, milk, egg and dairy
are often hidden in many foods. Hence accidental ingestion, with
the risks of a potentially severe adverse reaction still occurs. FOI
works by raising the threshold of reaction, which is the minimum
amount the child with allergy must consume to cause an adverse
reaction. For example, the child who would have anaphylaxis on
taking 1/200th of a peanut can raise that threshold of reaction to
10, 20 or more peanuts.
Before enrolling in the programme, a consultation in the
clinic involving the child and family is required. A baseline food
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challenge is done at the second visit, starting with a minuscule
amount of the food allergen and increasing until the child has
a reaction. This is important for confirming the presence of an
allergy, as well as the starting dose of treatment. In rare cases,
children who were thought to have persistent allergy were
discovered to have outgrown it.
The duration of treatment can range from a few months to
a year. At the end of the programme, the child has to take the
allergen in the form and dose they choose, at least twice a week to
maintain its effect. The team has started the FOI programme for
cow’s milk and will be implementing the rest in the later part of
this year. FOI programme for shellfish is currently in the research
phase.
Want more information? Then drop them an email at allergy_
kids@nuhs.edu.sg.
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Teaching preschoolers Digital Literacy
through Computational Thinking (CT)

Preschoolers from Cherie Hearts can look forward to starting
the year with their very own tablets as they embark on their first
digital literacy lesson in school. In partnership with G8 Education
Singapore, Jules Ventures Pte Ltd (JULES) has integrated the School
of Fish Computational Thinking (CT) Game Curriculum with
Cherie Hearts’ 2017 K2 Curriculum. A total of 345 preschoolers
from G8 Education Singapore’s subsidiary, Cherie Hearts centres,
will commence their digital literacy lessons from January 2017.
Customised curriculum for Cherie Hearts consists of 38 modules that
are both online and offline through classroom activities. Preschool
teachers are provided with a guidebook and online instructional
support in administering the School of Fish Curriculum. To
complement the JULES CT Curriculum, a new proprietary JULES
Dashboard is provided to
parents to monitor their child’s
performance in school and
track learning progress.
“CT skills are
essential for the
Digital Future.
Through School of
Fish, we believe more
preschoolers can learn
and improve their
digital literacy, even at

a young age. The learning
process must be fun
and interactive
for children. It’s
a privilege to
have G8 Education
Singapore working
with us and sharing
this same vision,” said
Mr Jonathan Chan, Founder, JULES.
Computational Thinking is a system of understanding and
solving problems in a logical way that people and computers
can understand. It is the ability to integrate human creativity
and insight with machine computing power. For more
information, please visit www.jules.sg.
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Shop
Your Royal Highness

Baby wearing has never been more royal! Lightweight yet easy to use, the PUKU Royal Hipseat
Carrier is a must-have tool in the parental arsenal. It’s not only designed with a detachable
pocket and a zip-away cooling mesh back for better ventilation, it also comes with a light and
well-padded shoulder belt for extra protection, multi-purpose cotton fabric hood to support
a sleeping child’s neck, removable and washable drool pad that’s made from 100% cotton as
well as a non-toxic EPP inner support, non-slip hip seat and security velcro tape to provide that
additional safety. In other words, the PUKU Royal Hipseat Carrier is the baby carrier parents
shouldn’t miss out on!
Available in Black, Orange, and Green at major departmental stores, baby chain stores, and baby shops

Melissa x Beauty and The Beast

Inspired by a tale as old as time, eco-friendly Brazilian shoe
wear label Melissa presents a special collection based on one
of the most highly anticipated films of the year - Disney’s iconic
Beauty and The Beast. Step into the magical world of Beauty
and The Beast, a tale of adventure, courage, transformation and
love, with beloved characters and trademark symbols woven
into the designs of this collection. In true Melissa fashion, find a
style from this enchanting range of shoes for all ages, from Mini
Melissa to Mel – Dreamed by Melissa, to Melissa.
The Melissa Ultragirl + Beauty and The Beast: $140
The Mel Ultragirl + Beauty and The Beast: $130
The Mini Ultragirl + Beauty and The Beast: $95
The Melissa x Beauty and The Beast
collection will be available at all
MDREAMS boutiques and selected
retailers, and online at
mdreams.com.sg from 14
March 2017 onwards.

Your Hair’s Best Care

Dove Advanced Hair Series Pure Care Dry Oil is just what
you need to take that feeling of smoothness and softness
right up to your next hair wash with its star ingredients:
African Macadamia Oil and Sweet Almond. Furthermore,
the floral fragrance of peony, heliotrope, and jasmine is all
you need to complete your rejuvenating Dove experience.

Transitional Pacifier
Expanding its growing feeding category, Joovy announces the
introduction of a new silicone pacifier, the Silinoogie. Designed for
newborn babies 0+M, the Silinoogie supports the natural sucking
reflex and helps with transitions between bottle and mom’s breast
while offering the ultimate soothing comfort. Joovy is the only brand
offering a one-piece silicone pacifier in a night-glow model, making
it easy to see in the dark. This durable, transparent pacifier is soft
to the touch and provides a safe, comforting alternative to thumbs,
fingers or hard objects to pacify and calm baby. The one-piece
exterior is made of clean, light silicone and is resistant to absorbing
tastes, odors or stickiness and is BPS, BPA, Latex, and Phthalate
free. The exterior surface of the Silinoogie is completely encased in
silicone, so no other material contacts baby. Colours include: blue,
purple, lime, orange, clear and night-glow.
http://citybaby.sg

Dove Advanced Hair Series Pure Care Dry Oil Shampoo: $13.90
Dove Advanced Hair Series Pure Care Dry Oil Conditioner: $13.90
Dove Advanced Hair Series Pure Care Dry Oil Nourishing
Treatment: $19.90

Lightweight & Sleek

Navigate busy cities with ease with
the incredibly compact Bonbijou
LEVI Stroller! A lightweight model
with smaller wheels and easy-tomanoeuvre design, the Bonbijou
LEVI Stroller is outfitted with a
spacious seat that allows your tiny
tot to stretch out for extra comfort
on the go. The large 3-fold hood with
a specially designed mesh provides
a cosy yet well-ventilated sleeping
space while the stroller’s Armadillo
Fold saves you space whether you’re
at home or taking your kiddos out
for an adventure. Suitable for babies
and children from birth to 20kg.
Available in Red, Violet, and Blue at
major departmental stores, baby chain
stores,and baby shops
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Select
Unconditional Love

Give your baby unconditional love with Kodomo’s latest Baby Wipes range.
Formulated to provide parents with peace of mind as they keep their little
bundles of joy clean, fresh and comfortable, the Baby Wipes are fragrancefree, paraben-free, alcohol-free, and soap-free. They are made from high
quality, tear-resistant, and non-woven fabric for the ultra-soft cloth-like
experience and gently cleanses your baby’s skin without stripping it of
its natural moisture. Available in 2 variants to meet your baby’s different
needs: Moisturizing (enriched with Aloe Vera and Chamomile extracts to
help soothe and moisturise your baby’s delicate skin) and Refreshing.
Retailing at $8.97 for triple pack in leading supermarkets and retail outlets

An Essence that Supports You

Pick Your Fight @ Shaolin Club

With over 12 different specialised types of Chinese Martial
Arts Styles to choose from at the Shaolin Club, you are sure to
reach your full physical potential and see great improvement
in your flexibility, coordination, reflexes, strength, speed,
endurance, cardiorespiratory function plus more! You will
also learn the virtues of respect for teachers, humility and
carefulness, plus cultivate the habit of learning from and
helping each other.
Children, youth and adults classes are available.
Please visit www.shaolin-club.com or call 9027 7077 for class
timetables and details. For other enquiries and information, email
zhifeng@shaolin-club.com.

Feel Pampered With Baby & Kid
Care for your newborn baby or young child’s delicate skin with
the Triderm Baby & Kid skincare range from Bionike. Rejuvenated
with a fresh look and new product, the Triderm range meets your
baby’s skincare needs with a comprehensive range that’s highly
effective and safe. The new Micellar Water, for example, is ideal
for quick clean-ups because it’s a no-rinse cleansing fluid for the
face, hands, and diaper area. It doesn’t strip your baby’s skin
of natural oils, but it’s extremely gentle and removes impurities
without the need for rubbing.

Available at all major Watsons, Guardian and The SPA-Lon outlets.

The extra weight of carrying small babies and
children around may put a strain on the back,
wrist or knees. QianJin Essence
of Cordyceps Collagen
Joint Essence is formulated
to promote healthy bones,
joints and ligaments. Made
in Singapore using botanical
herbs with collagen, this
essence helps to restore joint
collagen and improves overall
health as well as complexion.
The joint essence contains
no animal by-products or
alcohol too, making it the
perfect tonic for new mothers
and vegetarians.
Available in leading medical
halls, NTUC Fairprice & Unity.
For more information, please
call 6744 1868 or
email info@qianjin.com.sg.
www.qianjin.com.sg.

Reliable Comfort For Your Baby
Since clothes are the closest things to your baby’s delicate
skin, it makes sense to use the right laundry products to
take care of them. Kodomo Baby Laundry Softener not only
enhances the softness of fabrics with its unique ‘Soft & Dry’
technology; it also increases the fabrics’ ability to absorb
dampness, so your baby would feel dry and comfortable
all day long. Free from the harsh chemicals that could
irritate your baby’s delicate
skin, Kodomo Baby Laundry
Softener leaves your baby’s
clothes with a lingering
fragrance that has been
tested to International
Dermatological
Standards. Pair it with
Kodomo Baby Laundry
Detergent – the No. 1
Baby Laundry Detergent
brand in Singapore –
for complete reliable
comfort.
Kodomo Baby Laundry
Softener is available in 1L
Bottle & 800ml Refill Pack
at selected supermarkets
and retail outlets.
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Shop
The Confinement Essential For Moms
All new mothers need plenty of nutrition and TLC to get back onto their feet. The herbal bath,
especially, is a must-have confinement essential. Packed in a convenient pack that’s sealed with
the highest hygiene standards, Qian Jin’s Confinement Herbal Bath is rich in premium herbs
specially chosen for their healing properties: 1. Relieves bodily discomforts like water retention
and postpartum edema (swelling) 2. Promotes blood circulation 3. Expels “wind” from your
body. Qian Jin is a made-in-Singapore brand that has been around since 1980, so you can trust
it to help you regain your former vigour. Definitely a mom’s essential to speed up your recovery!
Available at Kiddy Palace and Mom Essentials. www.qianjin.com.sg

Inflatable Art-Zoo
Art-Zoo is a culmination of an experiential inflatable
playground and art installation in the setting of a zoological
garden. From plants, animals, to ecosystems, Art-Zoo is a
fun and immersive world that explores the nature through the
perspective of art—creating an imaginative landscape that
explores alphabets and animals.
For more information and ticketing details, visit www.artzoo.sg.
Date: 3 – 26 March,
Time: Mondays to Fridays (5pm – 11pm) and
Saturdays to Sundays (2pm – 11pm)
Venue: The Float @ i Light Marina Bay

FitnessFest 2017
Gear up for the first-ever mega
fitness festival, FitnessFest
2017, taking place during the
weekend of 20th and 21st May
at the Bayfront Event Space.
Bound to set the hearts of
fitness junkies and newcomers
racing, the adrenalin pumping
fitness event is the perfect
fitness playground for you to
try out HIIT boot camps, yoga,
Pilates, spin, CrossFit, boxing,
barre, parkour, and the up-andcoming fitness craze Pound
Fit and rebounding fitness.
Featuring a vibrant and curated
selection of activities led by
celebrity fitness instructors and
top fitness professionals such
as Cassey Ho of Blogilates
with 3.3 million YouTube
subscribers, Jasmine Chong of
Yoga Lab, and Citira Corringan
of UFIT, FitnessFest 2017 is
one multi-fitness level event
that you don’t want to miss!

Goat Milk From Pure, Pristine New Zealand!
Based on the unique nutritional advantages of goat milk,
Karihome Growing-Up formula (for children aged 1 – 3 years) is
made from fresh goat milk of the highest quality. It is specially
formulated to enhance the natural goodness of goat milk to
better meet the nutritional needs of growing toddlers and
young children. Karihome
Growing- Up Formula contains
key ingredients like AA &
DHA, important building
blocks for development of
the brain and eyes and pre &
probiotics, to help maintain
your child’s digestive system.
Available in 900g at leading
retail outlets. Karihome has
a range of quality goat milk
products, specially formulated
to meet the specific nutritional
requirements of children of
different ages. All Karihome
formulas are proudly produced
in New Zealand.
Visit www.karihome.com.sg or
call 6339 8820 for more details.

Samsung X Line Friends
From now till 2 April 2017, catch your favourite LINE FRIENDS at
Samsung’s only triplex Experience Store at Westgate (#03-01)!
With 5 specially curated experiential zones, you can get upclose and personal with Samsung products like the latest Galaxy
A (2017) devices and its offerings, Gear Fit2 as well as Gear
IconX. You can also redeem a complimentary LINE FRIENDS
merchandise* when you take part and complete the activities in
3 of the 5 experiential zones (except the Samsung Café) PLUS
stand a chance to win either a Galaxy A7 (2017) worth $648 or a
GearFit2 worth $298 in the weekly giveaway^! The Samsung x
LINE FRIENDS pop-up will be opened 11am to 10pm daily.
*While stocks last ^ Terms and conditions apply

Early bird tickets go on sale from
10 February onwards, grab yours
at http://fitnessfest.sg
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The Essentials Reformulated
Hypoallergenic*, biodegradable, dermatologically tested for children, and free from Paraben as well as
phenoxyethanol, Klorane Bébé Gentle Foaming Gel is one of the 3 indispensable care products specially formulated
for infants and babies. It strengthens the skin’s natural defences with PhysioCalenduline®—an innovative feature that
recreates the effects of the original protective biofilm, vernix caseosa. Skin is protected for better defence against the
little onslaughts of daily life, such as cold, wind, and pollution, as well as the chafing of diapers and clothing. Klorane
Bébé Gentle Foaming Gel cleans without drying out the skin, due to its ultra-mild cleansing base that’s formulated
without sodium laureth sulfate and enriched with a moisturising agent. It doesn’t sting the eyes too and rinses off
easily, leaving only easy-to comb hair.
Retailing for $15.20 (200ml) and $29.90 (500ml) at Guardian, Watsons, hospital pharmacies and leading department stores.
*Test conducted in vitro

First Words

War Against Rebellious Skin

This February, say “bonjour”, “hola”
and “hello” to First Words, the latest
series of books from Lonely Planet
Kids. Simple, striking and beautifully
illustrated, these three new books
- First Words: English, First Words:
French and First Words: Spanish are the perfect introduction to new
languages for the whole family. Each
First Words book contains:
• 100 travel-relevant words, from
airport to ice cream and tomato
to umbrella.
• One word per double page, with a simple
pronunciation guide accompanying a bold, colourful
illustration to give the word context – and to help make
remembering the new vocabulary easy and fun.
• A free audio pronunciation guide. Either scan the QR
code stickered on the book’s back cover or visit Lonely
Planet Kids’ First Words website (live after 2 March 2017
at www.lonelyplanet.com/kids/first-words) to discover
a list of every word in the book. Click on each word to
hear it spoken clearly by an English-, French- or Spanishspeaking child.

A first-of-its-kind moisture gel-lotion
formulated for sweat-sensitivity skin care
in Singapore, Curél Moisture Gel-Lotion
effectively soothes and strengthens
your skin’s defence barrier against
irritants in the long run. It tackles the
problem of an aggravated sensitive
skin condition caused by the mineral
and metal compositions found in
perspiration by using a Sweatsensitivity Care Formula that contains
high-functioning ingredients like
Curél’s unique ceramide ingredient
and anti-inflammatory extracts. Curél
Moisture Gel-Lotion not only alleviates
discomfort, it also prevents heat rash
and dry skin. The result? Soothed
and pacified skin! Fragrance-free,
colourant-free, and allergy-tested with
a light and non-greasy texture, the
Curél Moisture Gel-Lotion is available
for $24.80 (220ml) at selected
Watsons outlets.

Retailing for USD12.99 at www.lonelyplanet.com/kids

Affordable Art Fair: Spring Edition

Mommy’s Helper
CityBaby was started in 2012 with
the mission to make it easy for
mommies to take their
little ones out for play,
leisure, and exploration.
The exclusive distributor
for Joovy, Claressen
Kids’, gdiaper and
Casual Play, CityBaby
makes it a point to source
for durable quality products that can help mommies handle
multiple kids at once whenever they are on the go. Need baby
products that can make your life easier? Then visit CityBaby at
http://citybaby.sg or call 9634 0111 for more information!
Facebook@CityBaby.sg | Instagram@citybaby_singapore

The Affordable Art Fair, the leading showcase for affordable
contemporary art, will return this Spring for its fourth edition,
kicking off its eighth year of the Affordable Art Fair in Singapore,
for a fun-filled day at the F1 Pit Building. From 7 – 9 April 2017,
local and international galleries will be offering a diverse range
of contemporary art all priced between $100 to $15,000 with
75% of the art offered at under $7,500. The fair aims to make
contemporary art as fun and accessible as possible without
breaking the wallet. With a plethora of new galleries, fresh
artworks, artists feature wall for charity and engaging education
programmes, the
Affordable Art Fair
is the easiest and
most enjoyable
way to view and
buy high quality
art. Children who
have a keen interest
in art can join the
Children’s Art Studio
workshops for some
hands-on experience
as well.
For more information and ticket prices,
visit www.affordableartfair.com/Singapore.
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Mommy’s
Guilt Trips
S

hould I spend an hour at the spa or cuddle my baby in
bed? Should I go for the tea party with my friends or
take my daughter to the park? Should I watch a movie
at the cinemas or read my little princess her favourite bedtime
story? Such dilemmas haunt a mother right from the day her
baby arrives and so begin the journey of guilt trips about not
being with the kids or doing enough for them.
We believe that a happy mom makes happy kids. So it’s
absolutely important that she pays attention to her own needs
as well so she can do the best for her kids! Here’s the list of
common guilt trips that mommies can avoid:
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A mother often feels she’s not done enough justice to her role, because she
thinks there’s a better way to handle her kids, pay attention to them, love
them, care for them and feed them. But there’s only so much you can do
as a mom. Rashmi Ullas sees little point in going on the endless mommy
guilt trips and looks for solutions to beat them.
Think beyond being a mom
After a baby arrives, most of us women forget that there are roles
we have to play beyond just being moms. Yes, the child is the
central focus of our lives and becomes the most important part
of it. But that doesn’t mean all other things in life should vanish.
Even as a new mother, you are fully entitled for a good
grooming session (a long and peaceful bath), unrushed meal
times, movie times, spa times, fun times with friends, romantic
dates with your partner.
Taking care of children can be quite a job so if you don’t
take occasional breaks, you may end up becoming frustrated and
depressed. So hit the gym when you feel like it, get enough rest,
get help for other chores (if you can), and get a pedicure or a
manicure. Trust me when I say that your time off is a big favour
you’re doing for your family and especially your kids. Because a
happy you means a happy them!

Your job is important
Some women have no choice but to go back to work after their
maternity leave because they have financial commitments that
need to be met. Some women feel incomplete without their jobs
so they try to get back to it as soon as they can. Others choose to
balance between both worlds by taking up part time jobs.
Whether we like it or not, leaving kids behind to continue
our careers is a difficult choice to make. But it’s a part of being a
woman. We’re always torn between work and home.
Whether your job is your necessity or choice, if you think
you need it, then you should do it, without guilt. But try to
balance between your two worlds (work and home). If possible,
try to take on fewer responsibilities so you can be home early.
Get a helper or enlist your husband to share the chores at
home so you can spare time for your kids. Arrange for someone
trustworthy enough to care for your kids so you can concentrate
on work. Spend as many weekends as a family as you can. Take
time out on vacations/short road trips so you can be with your
kids and pay complete attention to them.

All beginnings are challenging
Motherhood is portrayed as something divine. Mothers are
often glorified for their love, patience, and commitment
towards the kids. So most of us feel the pressure to perform as
good mothers right from the beginning. But in real life, the
story goes differently.

Yes, we women have inherent maternal qualities. We all
can love unconditionally, forgive easily, put another’s interest
over ours…but there’s a learning curve for this too. All these
superlative motherly qualities are something you’ll pick up
over time. So it’s fine to feel overwhelmed when you’re on a
never-ending cycle of feeding, sleeping, and changing diapers.
It’s ok to miss your independent life and long for a carefree life
after being a mom.
The next time you feel low, open up to your spouse, your
mother or a confidant you trust. And remember you can’t
be happy every day and it’s unreasonable to expect that of
you when you’re a mother. If you feel like staying away from
a child for short periods of time, you should not feel guilty
about it, because it definitely does not mean you love her
any less. The time you spend away from your kids actually
helps you see the joys and appreciate the completeness of
motherhood. When you genuinely enjoy being a mother, you
will slowly learn to settle into a routine as a mother and your
old life will be back eventually. Give yourself that grace period.

Some things are not meant to be
There are many things that women want to do as mothers
– like breast feed their babies, participate with the child at
school events, make the best school project with them, etc.
But sometimes, the time and circumstances do not make all
of these things possible. So if for medical or other reasons
you’re not able to breast feed, don’t blame yourself. If you
miss one of your child’s school events or projects, make up in
the next one. Don’t try to compete with other mothers when
it comes to any parent-child activity; just learn to enjoy what
you can do with your child within your capability. There’s
always another day, another chance to do what you want
to do as long as you learn to can balance your personal and
professional life.
Now the bottom line is that you feel guilty, because you
love your kids and want what is best for them. The next time
you feel guilty about something, pause and acknowledge it as
the complete and unconditional love you have for your kids
and stop berating yourself. Ultimately, your kids will love you
for what you are and what you’ve done for them! Learn to
enjoy motherhood in all its aspects (both good and bad).
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Pink
or Blue,

Some people
say you can
choose the sex
of your baby.
Do any of these
techniques work?
60

that’s the
question
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I

f only choosing the sex of your baby is as easy as shopping!
There is a 50 percent chance of getting the boy or girl you
want, but apparently, there exists ways you can try to tip
the odds in your favour. If nothing else, you and your honey will
have fun trying!

Myth: To get a boy, do it doggy-style
or standing up.
Fact: Position may play a role in sex selection.
The theory goes that ‘male making sperm’ are faster swimmers
than ‘female making sperm’. Deeper penetration will shorten
the distance the male sperm have to travel, enabling them to
reach the egg before the female sperm do.
It is also believed that female sperm tend to survive longer
than male sperm.
If this is indeed true, then a sexual position that allows
shallow penetration like spooning, missionary and girl on top
means the sperm must travel a greater distance to reach the egg.
The more resilient female sperm, which can survive up to five
days, would be more likely reach the egg than male sperm.

Myth: If you want a boy, have sex
during a quarter moon. If you want a
girl, wait for a full moon.
Fact: Babies are not werewolves.
If only it were that simple! Your body can be somewhat sensitive
to the time of the day (more in the daytime than at night) but
it does not know the difference between a full moon and a
quarter moon.
Proponents of this belief may be
referring to the woman’s menstrual cycle
instead. Women who experience regular
cycles can time their ovulation accurately
- with the regularity of a full moon.
There are two methods by which you
can try to use your ovulation to create
optimal conditions for your preferred
gender.

that sex selection is affected by biochemical changes - pH and
hormone levels, for instance - that occur in a woman’s body.
The earlier part of a woman’s menstrual cycle - say, the first four
to six days - may favour male sperm; two or three days before
ovulation is the optimal time to try for a girl.
Either method requires taking your basal body
temperature every day or using an ovulation predictor kit to
figure out when you’re ovulating. Your basal body temperature
- the lowest temperature of your body at rest - rises at the
beginning of your cycle.

Myth: Briefs for a son, boxers for a
daughter.
Fact: The actual temperature may play a role
in overall fertility, but it has no proven effect
on sex selection.
Some say that if you want a girl, your man’s testicles should be
cool just before you have sex; if you want a boy, keep them warm.
Actually, all sperm need cooler temperatures in order to
survive. Hot environments like hot tubs can raise the temperature
of your man’s scrotum and inhibit sperm production.
A rise in temperature by just half of a degree can damage
motility (the percentage of sperm that are actively moving),
speed and amplitude of lateral head displacement (side-toside movement) of the sperm; in short, higher heat means less
mobile sperm.
So to answer the perennial question of boxers or briefs make it boxers, lest you fry your pregnancy plans.

Proponents of this belief may mean to
refer to the woman’s menstrual cycle.
Women who experience regular cycles
can time their ovulation with accuracy whether it falls on a full moon or not.

The Shettles Method.
The best time to conceive a son is close to
ovulation - from within 24 hours before
ovulation to 12 hours after. If you want
a boy, you should have sex as close as
possible to ovulation - that is, right when
the egg is released. If you want a girl, two
days before you ovulate is the best time
for sex.

The Whelan Method.
The logic behind the Whelan Method is
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Grab your

free copy
NOW!

LiveWell Baby is available free* at:
polyclinics’ pharmacies,
selected hospitals and clinics.

Subscribe to
LiveWell Baby
and get a goodie
bag worth $30!
Parenting is a full-time
occupation that touches on
everything under the sun!
LiveWell Baby features expert
advice on children’s health and
development, garnered from
careful research and interviews
with the best specialist doctors.
Plus, we’ve got well-written,
engaging articles on health,
beauty and wellness, guiding you
through the stages of conception,
pregnancy, birth and beyond.

Do you enjoy reading LiveWell Baby?
If so, subscribe to LiveWell Baby and you can
have every issue delivered right to your doorstep!

Subscriber’s details:
Family Name: (Mr/Mrs/Mdm/Miss)			
First Name
Email						

Our latest issue can also be found
online at our website:
www.livewellonline.info/lwbflipbook

Phone
Address

Please select subscription package:
(rates are inclusive of postage and packing)
Singapore & Malaysia: 		
1 year (6 issues) for $25.20.
2 years (12 issues) for S$50.40
Rest of Asia:
1 year (6 issues) for S$42.00 (SURFACE MAIL)
International:
1 year (6 issues) for S$54.00 (SURFACE MAIL)
Payment details: By Bank Cheque or Bank Draft
(from outside of Singapore) payable to Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd
Mail subscription form to: 20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55 Midview City
Singapore 573968
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I

was elated when I became a mum
and held my baby in my arms for the
first time. It had made the pregnancy
and wait so worthwhile. However, no
one told me how strenuous motherhood
would be for my back, knees and wrists.
The daily regime of bending, lifting
and carrying my little one took its toll on
my body, and what started out as minor
pains spiraled into a condition known as
repetitive stress injuries (RSIs).

Breaking, Creaky, Achy

Maternal
Strain
Is your toddler giving you a daily workout?
This full time mum to a 2-year-old spunky
daughter sheds some light on how to take
care of your body and your baby at the same
time, while preventing RSI.
WORDS | Valerie Tan

64

RSI is a painful condition where parts
of the body, namely the soft tissues,
muscles and tendons, are strained through
repetitive use or movements in daily tasks
or activities – be it at home, work or even
during leisure. This can be bending over
to pick your baby up from the cot or
the floor, carrying her on your hip while
you multi-task or even hunching over to
breastfeed.
Moreover, maternal hormones
that are released during pregnancy and
delivery help to loosen up the joints
around the pelvic and abdominal area
to accommodate the growth and birth
of the baby. This exposes the area to the
possibility of postpartum injury when
mothers overexert themselves while
looking after their babies.
To prevent the wear and tear of
parenting, here are some tips to correct
your posture and avoid those dreaded new
mum injuries:

The Nursing Gaze
One of the common complaints of new
mums is the apparent shoulder strain
attached to breastfeeding. Looking down
at your baby while she nurses can be the
most beautiful thing in the world. Yet, as
you sit and lean forward to breastfeed, you
inadvertently hunch your back and push
out your head, straining both your neck
and shoulder muscles. This strain worsens
as your baby grows and her weight pulls
you forward.
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Crowning

Glory
Audace Regan Shampoo
and Tonic provides hair with the

essential nutrients that it requires to grow and
flourish, while pampering your senses with the
relaxing aroma of essential oils.
Packed with anti-oxidants, mint and menthol
to combat free radicals that damage hair roots,
it improves the blood circulation in the scalp
ensuring that micro-nutrients are delivered to
where they are needed.

What does pH value mean for hair health?

A pH-balanced scalp ensures that hair stays healthy, glossy and
problem free. The pH of a healthy scalp ranges from 4.5 to 5.5. but
sometimes external factors like the weather and chemical treatments
like colouring, straightening and perming, may cause the scalp to stray
from this healthy range. This is when scalp problems like dandruff,
oily scalp and hair loss start to occur. And that’s when you need a pH
restoring shampoo to help put the scalp back to the healthy range.
The range includes:
Oily scalp and hair shampoo gently and effectively cleanses
hair and scalp
Anti dandruff Shampoo stabilises the natural acid mantle of
the scalp to keep dandruff at bay
Anti Hair loss Shampoo prevents avoidable hair loss caused by
undernourished hair, acute dandruff and scalp irritation

LW71_EllardAd.indd 65

Audace Hair
Mascara

Hide grey hair in
an instant

With an easy-to-use wand,
this product is enriched with
natural Henna and is available
in black & dark brown.

Can’t Stop
The Itch?

Audace Preven Hair Tonic and
Shampoo immediately relieves
scalp itch and eliminates dry
and oily dandruff for a healthy
scalp and hair. It also prevents
pimples caused by dandruff.
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tips!
Give your shoulders a rest by using a breastfeeding pillow
to take the baby’s weight off your arms. Propping cushions
to straighten your back allows for a more upright position
during nursing and prevents hunching, which takes a toll on
the neck and shoulder muscles. Look up from time to time
and gently tilt your head from side to side to stretch and
relax the neck area.

The Hip Issue
Multitasking is what most mothers do on a daily basis.
Juggling between cooking, picking up a phone call and a
toddler who demands constant attention, most pop their
tots on the side of their hips without a second thought and
continue with their activities.
Repetition of balancing the baby on your hip causes the
pelvic to tilt to bear the baby’s load. This will strain your back
and the ligaments on the side, which in the long run will
manifest into a potential pelvic problem. The arm that carries
the baby will also experience reduced blood flow with the
continual muscle contraction, which may lead to trauma in
the arm and shoulder tissues.

tips!
If you really have to hip carry, switch sides often
and use a warm compress at night to ensure good
circulation of blood around the pelvic, arm and
shoulder area.

Breaking Back
Carrying the baby out of the cot, picking her up
from the car seat or simply lifting her off the floor
can hurt your back, with the spinal discs between
the vertebrae and ligaments especially vulnerable
to injury.

tips!
Always lower the railing of the crib and ensure that
you pick your baby up by holding her close to you
and bending your knees to prevent exertion to the
spinal discs. This is because carrying your baby at
arm’s length while locking your knees cause tension
on the discs and stress the arm muscles unnecessarily.

Putting the car seat in the car and placing your
baby in the car seat can cause you to twist your torso
and hunch your back, increasing the chances of a
spinal injury

tips!
Whenever possible, carry the car seat in front of you
and use both hands to distribute the weight evenly.
Lugging the car seat on your sides stresses your arm,
back and shoulders leading to RSI.
Once the car seat is fixed, carry your baby to the
seat and sit down next to her on the passenger seat.
Turn around to face her before buckling her in to
avoid over hunching your back.
If that is not viable with an active child, try
putting a leg into the car and turn around to buckle
her in, taking the pressure off your knees, back, neck,
shoulders and wrists.
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De Quervain’s Tenosynovitis
Also known as “mother’s wrist”, tenosynovitis is the
inflammation of the tissues around the wrist tendons,
leading to a swelling pain that is often felt between the
thumb and base of the wrist.

tips!
Ask for help to carry the baby or use a baby carrier regularly
to rest the hand and wrist.
Ensure that your wrists are not bent or in an awkward
position when cradling your baby’s head.
Carrying your baby with both arms and switching from
one arm to another will help minimise the pressure on the
wrists.

Strengthen Up!
A simple exercise routine and supplements will also boost
the body and relieve some of your body aches.
Some exercises that help strengthen your core include:

Cycling in the air
•
•
•

Lie flat with your back on the floor and raise both your
legs to the ceiling
Start cycling your legs as you would on a bicycle
Repeat up to a count of 60

Back up!
•
•
•

Stand with your back against the wall
Ensure that your legs, back, shoulders and head are held
straight and touch the wall
Repeat up to a count of 60

Nutrition Matters
Additionally, a diet lacking in vitamins, minerals and
other essential nutrients can also lead to fatigue. Lethargy
contributes to a poor posture, resulting in stressed muscles
and sore joints.
To increase blood circulation and reduce backache and
burnout, choose supplements that are made of natural herbs
to replenish vital energy and encourage absorption by the
body.
Also ensure that you eat a healthy diet comprising of
fresh fruits and vegetables. 1 - 2mg of vitamin B12 daily
helps increase the protective sheath around the spinal
nerves, thereby easing the pain on the back.
Consumption of ginger also assists in joint care by

reducing the inflammation around the joints. Take half a
teaspoon of powdered ginger in warm water or 1 - 4mg of
ginger tablet daily for a week.
Caring for a toddler is physically demanding. Repetitive
strain of the body will exacerbate into injuries that can take
some time to heal. Hence, it is important to treat yourself well
and be mindful of your posture to safeguard both you and
your baby in the long run.
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9 months
Marlen Paasch wants you to get into
shape for the day you deliver. Just
follow her simple exercises to shape
up your body for labour!

Fit
4
Delivery
F

or the marathon of labour, exercise will
help to give you more strength and
stamina. It is statistically proven that
women who do regular sports need less pain
medication and have an easier and faster birth.
Here are some more reasons to get fit:
1. The cardiovascular system must work extra
hard during your pregnancy. 1.5 -2 litres
of additional blood needs to be pumped
through your system during a pregnancy.
This explains why a lot of pregnant women
suffer from low blood pressure and tiredness.
This can be prevented with simple regular
exercise such as walking.
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2. A common problem is varicose veins. The pregnancy
hormone progesterone widens blood vessels, making it more
difficult to pump blood back to the heart. Furthermore
the growing baby presses on veins, which transports the
blood from the lower body to the heart. Together with
a lack of exercise and motion, the risk for varicose veins,
hemorrhoids as well as water retention is increased.
3. Another common issue is lower back pain. The hormone
relaxin is softening connective tissues throughout your
body, from your ankles to your lungs, in preparation
for childbirth. The ligaments, especially around the
hips, abdomen and pelvis, also became over stretched to
accommodate the growing baby. These and a lack of a
proper posture before the pregnancy can cause back pain.

To avoid these problems…
… Simply work out!
Before you start you should have the okay from your
gynecologist. The best time to start exercise is after the first
three months and can be done till the end. Consider the
state of fitness you had before the pregnancy. If you didn’t do
anything at all you must start much slower than someone who
was a daily marathon runner.
For the cardiovascular system and varicose
veins:
• A simple nice walk to the bus or shopping, biking,
swimming or climbing steps is the best workout for your
cardiovascular system and helps to alleviate low blood
pressure, eases tiredness and helps you sleep better.
• Walking on tiptoe helps strengthen the calf muscles, which
helps swollen legs and lets you relocate your center of
gravity.
• Sit comfortably on a chair. Lift one leg and turn your ankle
5 times clockwise and 5 times anticlockwise. Flex and point
your foot 5 times. Spread the toes and relax for 5 times.
Then repeat the whole series with the other leg.
For the lower back:
Sometimes lower back problems come from tense muscles and
it helps to practice some flexibility in your lower back.
• Try belly dancing. Bend your legs slightly, while standing
upright. Now start moving your pelvis. Arch your back and
move your butt back.
• Now squeeze your butt muscles and move your pelvis
forward that you can see your pubic bone. Don’t move your
upper torso.
• Try also moving your pelvis to the right and left side.
• You can also do this exercise in a kneeling position. Simply
arch your back and inhale, then drop your head between
your outstretched arms, and exhale.

•

Diagonal Back
Trainer: Get on all
fours. Your elbows are
under the shoulders
and the knees are
under your hips.
Contract your tummy
slightly. Imagine you
need to hold your
baby so that it is not
falling down. Now
lift your right leg
and stretch it long.
Lift it only as high as
you can control your
back! Now lift the left
(opposite) arm. Ideally
the arm, back and leg
should be in one line
without moving your
back. Hold position
for 3-5 seconds. than
change. Repeat 5
times.

For the upper back
and arms:
You can do some simple
arm pushups. Kneel again
and put some weight
on your hands, leaning
forward. Now push
yourself up and down. The
more you lean forward,
the more intense the
exercise is.
In case of any
discomfort, early
contractions or if you
have a risky pregnancy all
exercise must be stopped
immediately. Ask your
gynecologist for advice.
Try to workout three
times a week for at least 20
minutes. Any exercise is
better than none, and will
make recovery and getting
back into shape easier after
delivery. You’ll then be a
yummy mummy!
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LiveWell Baby

Cover Baby

search!

LiveWell Baby is on the
lookout for Singapore’s
cutest babies!

Enter your tiny tot up to the age
of 3 for the ir cha nce to be the
ll
nex t cover model of the LiveWe
Baby magazine. Simply fill in the
contest form for a spe cial $148
photography package at Baobab
t,
Tree Studio, make an app ointmen
and watch the magic unfold!

Feel right at home with Baobab Tree Studio, a premier
photography studio in Singapore that has years of
experience in capturing the energy, excitement, and
spontaneity that is your child on camera. With a cosy
studio atmosphere inspired by unique Korean designs
and a professional photographer from South Korea with
years of extensive experience under her belt, your baby’s
every facial expression and movement will be caught on
camera to create your forever memories flawlessly!
Baobab Tree Studio
WCEGA Tower #22-84 21 Bukit Batok Crescent Singapore 658065
Telephone: 6762 9363
Email: info@baobabtreestudio.com
Website: www.baobabtreestudio.com

148

For $
you get*:

1) 1 hour photo shoot
2) 2 edited soft copies
3) props, 1 theme background
4) Complimentary use of in-house wardrobe
Jointly organised by:

			

Age:		

Parent/Guardian’s details:
Name:					

			

Tel:						

LWB Vol 70

Contest Entry Form
Baby’s details:
Name:					

BC/NRIC:

Address:												
Email:

			

					

Terms & Conditions:
This contest is open to all children from 3 months to 3 years old. | Contest photos must be taken by Baobab Tree Studio. | The organisers reserve the right
to use your child’s photos in LiveWell Baby’s editorial content. | If your child is selected as the winner, there may be a re-shoot for the cover. | LiveWell Baby
and Baobab Tree Studio will select a winner from every issue’s contestants. | The winner will be notified and featured on the following issue’s cover. | Judges’
decisions are final and no correspondence will be entertained.
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Get 3

Issues of LiveWell Baby FREE!*

Are you pregnant and want to read about all things baby and pregnancy? Then you’re in luck!
Simply send in the completed form below or visit www.livewellbaby.com.sg/freesub
to get 3 issues of LiveWell Baby FREE.
The first 500 readers who write in every issue will get 3 bi-monthly issues of LiveWell Baby
each so don’t wait any longer!
*Only pregnant mothers-to-be residing in Singapore are eligible for this promotion.

Age:

I/C.:			 		Occupation:
Address:
Tel (HP): 					Email:
No. of months into pregnancy: 		

Estimated Delivery Date:		

Delivery Hospital: 				

O&G Doctor:

FreeSubscriptionAd_LWB51.indd 71

Terms and Conditions:
1. One subscription per household.
2. Only valid for readers who are pregnant.
3. All fields must be filled in.
4. The 3 issues of LiveWell Baby will
commence from the next issue.
Mail in this form to:
LiveWell Baby Magazine - Free Subscription
20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55
Midview City Singapore 573968.
You may also choose to visit
www.livewellbaby.com.sg/freesub to submit
your particulars online.
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fininshing act
Mark your baby’s milestones with a Gratitude
Board! It’s basically a place where you can
remember all the wonderful things that have
happened in your baby’s life and what you
have to be grateful for. It’s simple; all you
need is a cork board that you can buy from
stores like Daiso. Then cut the templates
below and pin them to the board each
time your little one reaches an important
milestone. Easy peasy, right?
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Give your child a
great start in life

OPTIPRO® H.A.
Proteins
BIFIDUS BL Probiotics
Higher in DHA & ARA*
No Added Sucrose

100
%
Whey

NAN® OPTIPRO® H.A.3 contains high-quality hypoallergenic
proteins with the right composition, concentration and
conformation, giving your child the proper building blocks
for growth and development.

Protein

Rethink the power of Protein. Build your nutritional
foundation today.
NAN® OPTIPRO® H.A.

Protein

Unique
Nestlé
technology

For more information and how to transit your child to the new formulation,
visit http://www.starthealthy.nestle.com.sg/ or
like us at
Nestlé Start Healthy Stay Healthy Singapore

For circulation in Singapore only.
*47% higher compared to previous formulation.

10
X
smaller

Introducing NAN® OPTIPRO® H.A.3
with improved recipe and solubility!

